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1.

1.1

INTRODUCTION

Problem Description

The motion of fluids within partially-filled containers has been the focus of much
study by scientists and engineers. This interest has been due, in large part, to its
importance in many practical applications. For example, civil engineers and seis
mologists have actively studied the effects of earthquake-induced fluid motions on oil
tanks and water towers (Cooper, 1960). In recent years, aerospace engineers have
been concerned with the effect of fluid sloshing within propellant tanks on the sta
bility of aircraft, rockets, and satellites (Abramson, 1966). All of these applications
seek container designs which minimize the amplitude of fluid forces for a given range
operating conditions. Typically, this is accomplished by either modifying the natural
frequency of the fluid-container system or by introducing baffling devices to damp
the fluid motion.
The present study was motivated by research conducted at Iowa State University
on fluid sloshing within satellite propellant tanks (Baumgarten, Flugrad, and Prusa,
1989; Baumgarten, Flugrad, and Fletcher, 1990; Baumgarten, Flugrad, and Fletcher,
1991). The goal of this research was to investigate the unstable, nutational motions
exhibited by spin-stabilized communications satellites. To study this problem, a test
rig was constructed to examine the behavior of two fluid-filled spherical tanks spun
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about a vertical axis (Cowles 1987; Anderson, 1988). Experiments conducted with
this test rig helped establish the relationship between key system parameters (e.g.
tank position, fill ratio, and rotational speed) and the dynamic stability of the test
rig.
In addition to the experiments, a mathematical model of the kinematics and
dynamics of the two tank system was developed using a two degree-of-freedom pen
dulum to simulate the sloshing liquid (Obermaier, 1988). While this model yielded
satisfactory results for many cases of interest, it was recognized that improved ac
curacy could only be obtained through a better understanding of the fluid motion.
This recognition led to the idea of using a computational fluid dynamics (CFD) sim
ulation of the liquid motion to augment the system model. The research reported in
this thesis is largely an outgrowth of this effort.

1.2

Numerical Simulation of Sloshing Flows

Despite the power and capacity available in present day computers, simulating
fluid sloshing within a partially-filled, moving container is still a challenging prob
lem. One of the principal reasons for this is that the flowfield is inherently threedimensional and unsteady. Numerical solutions of such flows involve setting up a
system of grid points within the domain of interest, formulating a discrete repre
sentation of the equations of fluid dynamics at each point, and solving the resulting
system of equations over a given time interval (or time step). Since the time step must
be kept small in order to maintain both the accuracy and stability of the solution,
a large number of time steps is required to complete a typical transient calculation.
As a result, such calculations can consume enormous amounts of computer memory.
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CPU time, and disk storage.
Another difficulty which arises in the sloshing problem is the presence of one
or more free surfaces. In the present context, a free surface can be defined as the
interface between the liquid and a secondary fluid (usually a gas) which occupies
the remaining space within the container. Since the position of the free surface is
not known a priori, it must be determined as part of the flowfield solution. The
free surface motion may also be influenced by various interfacial phenomena, such as
surface tension and mass transfer.
Numerical approaches for handling flows with free surfaces can be grouped into
three broad categories: surface fitting methods, surface tracking methods, and sur
face capturing methods. The surface fitting method (illustrated in Fig. 1.1(a)) solves
for the flowfield within the liquid region only, the free surface being placed at the
boundary of the computational domain. The motion of the free surface is accounted
for by using a coordinate transformation which maps the moving, body-fitted coor
dinate system in physical space to a fixed, uniformly-spaced coordinate system in
computational space. If the free surface becomes highly distorted, a new mesh may
have to be generated in order to prevent grid singularities and highly skewed grid
point distributions.
The surface tracking and surface capturing methods (illustrated in Figs. 1.1(b)
and 1.1(c)) avoid the grid-related problems associated with surface fitting methods
by employing a grid which is fixed relative to the container, and defining the location
of the liquid and gas regions relative to the fixed grid. This practice requires an
enlargement of the computational domain to encompass the entire container since
the free surface can potentially occupy any position within the fixed grid.
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(b)

P (x,y,z,t) = Pg

•

P (x,y,z,t) =

Figure 1.1: Illustration of methods for handling free surfaces numerically: (a) sur
face fitting, (b) surface tracking, (c) surface capturing
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The principal difference between the surface tracking and surface capturing
schemes is the manner in which the location of the liquid is identified. As shown
in Fig. 1.1(b), surface tracking methods discretize the computational domain into
non-overlapping cells which are then "flagged" depending on whether the cell con
tains all liquid (L), all gas (G), or the free surface (F). The governing equations are
then solved in the liquid and free surface cells only. The cells must be reflagged at
each time step to reflect the new free surface configuration. Surface capturing meth
ods, on the other hand, solve for the flowfield within both the liquid and the gas
cells simultaneously. The location of the free surface is "captured" as a discontinuity
in the density field, thus eliminating the need for tracking procedures. This idea is
similar in spirit to the "shock capturing" approach, which has been used extensively
in simulations of high speed compressible flows (Anderson, Tannehill, and Fletcher,
1984).

1.3

Literature Survey

Prior to the advent of CFD, most analyses of free surface flows within partiallyfilled containers employed simplified potential flow models and data from experiments
(Cooper, 1960). Most often, the investigators were interested in identifying the nat
ural frequencies of the fluid-container system for a given container shape, working
fluid, fill ratio, and excitation frequency. Much of this early work was summarized
by Abramson (1966).
CFD solutions to viscous, free surface flow problems began appearing in the late
1960s. One of the first significant numerical studies was carried out by Harlow and
Welch (1965,1966) using their marker and cell (MAC) method. The MAC method
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employed massless marker particles as a means of tracking the motion of the liquid
within the computational domain. The positions of these particles were updated by a
simple Lagrangian time integration. Once the new particle positions were known, the
cells containing particles were flagged to indicate the presence of liquid. The govern
ing equations were then solved using an explicit time integration scheme to obtain
the flowfield solution within the liquid (the influence of the gas being considered
negligible). Many investigators have since used the MAC method and its variants to
compute a variety of two and three-dimensional free surface flows (Hirt and Shannon,
1968; Chan and Street, 1970; Nichols and Hirt, 1973; Wang and Stuhmiller, 1980;
Mader, 1988).
A significant improvement to the MAC method was later developed by Hirt and
Nichols (1981). Called the volume of fluid (VOF) method, it identified the location
of the liquid through the use of a scalar function F{x, y, z, t) representing the fraction
of liquid contained in a cell (0 indicating no liquid, and 1 indicating all liquid). This
function was updated using a transport equation of the form
dF
— + y . Vf = 0

(1.1)

where V is the fluid velocity vector. As with the MAC method, only the flowfield
within the liquid and free surface cells was computed. The VOF method has since
been applied to a wide range of two and three-dimensional free surface flows (Sicilian
and Hirt, 1984; Veldman and Vogels,1984; Partom, 1987; Sicilian and Tegart, 1989).
The development of several free surface capturing approaches occurred at about
the same time as the MAC and VOF methods. Early work was conducted by Spald
ing (1974), Ramshaw and Trapp (1976), and Maxwell (1977). Ramshaw and Trapp
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(1976) used a non-conservative form of the momentum and energy equations along
with a transport equation for density to model the sloshing of water and steam in a
rectangular container. Their approach employed a modified donor-acceptor differenc
ing technique to resolve the phase interface (free surface). Both Spalding (1974) and
Maxwell (1977) employed the SIMPLE method for incompressible flows (Patankar,
1980) in conjunction with a particle tracking procedure to determine the location
of the free surface. Unlike the MAC method, however, their approach obtained
flowfield solutions in both the liquid and the gas simultaneously. Some results for
several two-dimensional cases were later reported by Maxwell and Spalding (1987).
This method waa later modified by Jun and Spalding (1988) to incorporate a sim
ple transport equation to update the density field. Special upwinding and property
evaluation procedures were used to minimize the diffusion of the density interface.
Several two-dimensional computations were presented to demonstrate the effective
ness of their approach. To the author's knowledge, none of the foregoing methods
have been applied to three-dimensional problems.
A variety of alternative numerical schemes for free surface flows have also been
reported in the open literature. Most notable among these are the free Lagrangian
methods, the particle-in-cell (PIC) method, and mixed Eulerian-Lagrangian methods.
In many cases, however, these methods are only applicable to specific geometries
(usually two-dimensional) or flow conditions. A comprehensive discussion of these
and other methods can be found in the review article by Floryan and Rasmussen
(1989).
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1.4

Scope of the Present Research

Previous numerical studies of sloshing flows at Iowa State University have em
ployed the surface fitting method (Chen, 1990; Kassinos and Prusa, 1990). Surface
fitting methods have the distinct advantage that the free surface position is known
explicitly. Knowledge of the free surface position permits the surface curvature and
other geometric quantities to be computed directly, which, in turn, greatly simplifies
the application of interfacial boundary conditions.
Unfortunately, the need to adapt the grid to the changing free surface shape sig
nificantly increases the complexity and computational cost of surface fitting methods.
In fact, if a structured grid is employed, a complex free surface topology can make
the generation a suitable grid very difficult (if not impossible), especially if surface
singularities due to wave breaking and other related phenomena are present. Some
of these problems can be overcome by using an unstructured grid. However, schemes
which employ unstructured grids are generally more difficult to develop, particularly
in three dimensions.
Since the flow problems of interest in the present work could potentially involve
very complicated free surface motions, it was decided that either a surface tracking
or surface capturing method should be adopted. These methods do not require grid
alignment with the free surface, and thus are free of the grid distortion problems
inherent in the surface fitting method. In addition, problems involving multiple free
surfaces, fluid filling or draining, and wave breaking can be accommodated without
any special treatment.
While surface tracking methods have been successfully used to compute a variety
of free surface flow problems, they were not chosen for use in the present research for
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the following reasons. First, since most surface tracking methods (e.g. the MAC and
VOF methods) solve the governing equations in the liquid only, the resulting grid
is effectively unstructured. For example, in the two dimensional grid shown in Fig.
1.1(b), surface cells may have only one or two neighbors, depending on the orientation
of the free surface. This problem can be overcome by using an uncoupled, hybrid
explicit-implicit discretization of the governing equations (Hirt and Nichols, 1981).
However, this approach imposes severe time step restrictions on fine grids since the
maximum stable time step is directly proportional to the grid size.
Another problem with many surface tracking methods is the ad hoc manner in
which the free surface is updated. The VOF method, for instance, employs a relatively
c o m p l e x a l g o r i t h m t o e n s u r e t h a t t h e p r o p e r v a l u e of t h e s c a l a r f u n c t i o n F { x , y , z , t )
is computed at the free surface cells (Hirt and Nichols, 1981). This complexity is
necessary in order to prevent cells from overfilling {F > 1) or overdraining {F < 0),
and to maintain the sharpness of the interface. Such algorithms, however, can be
difficult to apply in three dimensions (Partom, 1987).
It should also be noted that most forms of the MAC and VOF methods described
in the literature employ approximations of Eq. (1.1) which are only first order accurate
in time. While first order time accuracy may be sufficient for some problems, second
order formulations provide both better accuracy and enhanced robustness for a given
grid size.
Finally, most surface tracking and surface fitting methods assume that the sec
ondary fluid has no influence on the motion of the liquid. If the density of secondary
fluid is much smaller than the density of the liquid (for example, water and air),
then this assumption is valid. However, this need not be the case for other fluid
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combinations. Moreover, the motion of the secondary fluid may be of interest even
if the density difference is large.
Many of the deficiencies cited above for surface tracking methods can be over
come by surface capturing methods. Specifically, since surface capturing methods
solve the governing equations in both fluids, it is easier to devise fully-coupled, im
plicit discretizations on structured grids. Such discretizations are, in general, more
robust and have less severe the time step restrictions as compared to the explicitimplicit discretizations used in the surface tracking approach. Surface capturing
methods can also employ consistent formulations of the mass and momentum fluxes
within each cell, and thereby avoid the need for ad hoc free surface treatments.

1.5

Research Objectives

The goal of the present research is to investigate the effectiveness of the surface
capturing approach as a means of computing complex two and three-dimensional
free surface flows within moving containers. Perhaps the most novel feature of this
work is the use of the artificial compressibility method (Chorin, 1967) in conjunction
with the governing equations for a viscous, incompressible, variable density flow to
develop a conservative, fully-coupled numerical algorithm. This framework permits
the application of many of the high resolution upwinding schemes which have been
developed in recent years for high speed compressible flows. Moreover, recent studies
have shown that artificial compressibility-based methods are competitive with other
approaches for computing unsteady, incompressible flows (Merkleand Athavale, 1987;
Rogers, Kwak, and Kiris, 1989; Pan and Chakravarthy, 1989).
To demonstrate and validate the present surface capturing method, the following
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problems will be considered:
• The two-dimensional "broken dam" problem.
• The two-dimensional Rayleigh-Taylor instability problem.
• The three-dimensional "broken dam" problem.
• Axisymmetric spin-up of a partially-filled, spherical container.
1.6

Description of Chapters

The equations which govern the motion of two fluids in a moving container are
developed in Chapter 2. Particular attention is paid to the role of surface tension
in the formulation. While surface tension is neglected in the problems considered
in the present work, there are many applications in which surface tension effects are
dominant. Accordingly, the methodology for incorporating surface tension forces into
the present formulation is described. The artificial compressibility approach is also
discussed at length.
Chapter 3 describes the fundamentals of the finite volume method, which is used
to discretize the governing equations defined in Chapter 2. This chapter emphasizes
the specific formulas and algorithms adopted in the present work. The application
of the finite volume method to the governing equations is detailed in Chapter 4. The
equations are first cast into a fully-coupled, implicit form. Methods for constructing
the inviscid and viscous fluxes are then examined, followed by a discussion of lin
earization. The numerical formulation of the boundary conditions is also described.
The solution of the fully-coupled, implicit, linearized system of equations is the
subject of Chapter 5. The baaic time marching algorithm is defined, followed by
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a description of the final forms of the linearized equations and the development of
efficient algorithms for solving the block-banded system.
Chapter 6 begins with a brief discussion of the computer programs and comput
ing environment. This information is useful in interpreting the results presented in
subsequent sections. The results for the four validation cases described above then
are presented. Comparisons are made between the numerical solutions and available
analytical results or experimental data.
Chapter 7 summarizes the accomplishments of this work, and suggests possi
ble improvements in the present methodology, including multidimensional upwind
schemes, solution adaptive grids, and surface tension. Extensions of the present
approach to turbulent and two phase flows are also discussed.
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2.

MATHEMATICAL MODEL

2.1

Introduction

In the free surface capturing approach, a flowfield solution is sought within both
the liquid and gas regions of the computational domain. A mathematical model of
this two-fluid system must therefore be able to simulate the physics in both regions in
a consistent manner. The development of such a model is the subject of this chapter.
Given the complexity of the general free surface flow problem, it is necessary to
introduce some simplifying assumptions in order to make the resulting formulation
tractable. Some basic assumptions used in the present work are listed below:
• The two fluids are immiscible.
• Both the density and viscosity are constant within each fluid.
• The flowfield is incompressible, laminar, and isothermal.
The general class of problems under consideration is illustrated in Fig. 2.1. A
container of volume He and surface area Sc is defined with respect to a local Carte
sian coordinate system (a:, y, z) which is fixed relative to the container. This local
coordinate system is assumed to be moving relative to an inertial coordinate system
(X, y, Z). The motion of the local coordinate system is defined by a position vector
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Z
Figure 2.1: The general moving container problem

R and an angular velocity vector w, as shown in the figure. Points relative to the
local coordinate system are identified by a position vector r = xî+yj+zk, where î, j,
and k are the Cartesian unit vectors. In addition to the accelerations introduced by
the moving coordinate system, the container may also be influenced by an external
gravitational acceleration, Qe. It is assumed here that the gravitational acceleration
field is constant.
For convenience in the discussions below, the fluid properties in the liquid and
gas regions will be denoted respectively by the subscripts 1 and 2. It should be noted
that while the primary fluid is usually a liquid and the secondary fluid a gas, the
present formulation is applicable, to any fluid combination (e.g. liquid-liquid) so long
as the foregoing assumptions are satisfied.
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2.2

Governing Equations

The mathematical model of the two-fluid system is based upon the system of
partial differential equations which govern the motion of a viscous, incompressible,
variable density (nonhomogeneous) fluid. These equations can be written in conser
vation form as follows:
• Conservation of Mass

(2.1)
• Conservation of Momentum

(2.2)

• Incompressibility Constraint

v

y=0

(2.3)

In the above, p is the mass density, V is the velocity vector relative to the moving
coordinate frame

V = u z -f- u j -f w k

(2.4)

B is the body force acceleration vector (Daily and Harleman, 1966)

B=^,-^-2(3xy-^xf-wx(Jxf)

(2.5)
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and T is the stress tensor for an incompressible fluid

f = ^ Vi? + (vy)^] - îp

(2.6)

where fi is the dynamic viscosity, p is the thermodynamic pressure, and I denotes the
unit dyad.
While Eqs. (2.1) - (2.3) appear unusual at .first glance because of the presence
of an equation for density, they do in fact constitute a solvable system of equations.
Detailed discussions of the mathematical properties of these equations have been
presented by Simon (1990) and Antontsev, Kazhilov, and Monakhov (1991). Similar
formulations have also been considered by Kataoka (1986) and more recently by
Unverdi and Tryggvason (1992). It should be noted that Eqs. (2.1) - (2.3) do not as
yet account for any interfacial effects.
To complete the specification of the mathematical problem, Eqs. (2.1) - (2.3)
must be supplemented with appropriate boundary and initial conditions. Since the
fluid domain is confined to a closed container, all physical boundaries will be imper
meable walls. The initial conditions will, of course, depend on the particular problem
under consideration. The boundary and initial conditions will be addressed in more
detail in later sections.

2.3

Interface Modeling and Weak Solutions

At the interface between two immiscible fluids, experimental observations show
that fluid properties are not discontinuous, but instead vary continuously within a
narrow transition zone (Edwards, Howard, and Wasan, 1991). Since the width of
this transition zone is typically on the order of 10~® m, it is reasonable to adopt the
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idealization that the interface is a singular surface (or collection of surfaces) which
can be described mathematically by an equation (or set of equations) of the form

f i ( x , y , z ,t ) = 0

(2.7)

From an analysis of the kinematics of the interface, it can be shown that the motion
of the surface /,(a;,y, z, t) is governed by the equation (Segel, 1977)

F+ {'.V/, = 0

(2.8)

This equation is often referred to as the kinematic boundary condition.
If it is assumed that the fluid interface can be modeled as a singular surface, then,
in the absence of viscosity, Eqs. (2.1) and (2.2) reduce to a system of conservation
laws which are hyperbolic in both space and time. Using the condition that the free
surface is a material interface (and hence moves with the fluid), it can be shown
that the inviscid system admits discontinuous solutions (also called weak solutions)
wherein both the density and tangential velocity may undergo discrete jumps at
the free surface (Jeffrey, 1976). Such discontinuities are referred to as a contact
discontinuities.
Due to the diffusive nature of viscosity and the molecular mixing which occurs at
the interface, solutions to the viscous equations will, in fact, be continuous. However,
since the length scales associated with property variations across discontinuities are
usually much smaller than the characteristic length of the system under study, one
can not, as a practical matter, resolve such variations in a numerical simulation.
Consequently, the free surface still appears as a discontinuity in a numerical solution
to the viscous equations. This argument has been used to justify the application
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of numerical techniques appropriate for the Euler equations (e.g. high resolution
upwind methods) in numerical models of the compressible Navier-Stokes equations
(Hirsch, 1990).
Following the arguments given above, the present work assumes that the system
of equations for nonhomogeneous, incompressible flow can be used to numerically
compute free surface flows by "capturing" the free surface as a contact discontinuity
in the density field. Specifically, it is asserted that the numerical solution of Eqs.
(2.1) - (2.3) for a system containing one or more free surfaces will converge (in the
inviscid limit) to the correct weak solution. Since the free surface is "captured" cis
a discontinuity in the density field, the need for special procedures for tracking and
updating the free surface is eliminated.
It should be noted that the concept of obtaining weak solutions to Eqs. (2.1) (2.3) for the purpose of modeling two-fluid flows is not new. In particular, Kataoka
(1986) developed a theoretical framework for this idea in the context of two phase
flows. In his work, the differential equations governing the motion of a general two
phase system were derived baaed on the use of generalized functions or distributions.
He then showed that if interfacial phenomena were neglected, the equations for two
phase flow had the same form as those for single phase flow. However, the derivatives
for the two phase model were defined in the sense of a distribution. A detailed
discussion of these ideas can be found in Kataoka's article (1986).

2.4

Surface Tension

The interface between two immiscible fluids exhibits an elastic-like property
where, for any line lying in or bounding the interface, a force perpendicular to the
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Figure 2.2: Control volume containing an interface between two immiscible fluids
line is exerted in the plane of the interface. This property is called the surface tension,
and is the result of attractive forces between fluid molecules. For many problems of
interest, surface tension can significantly affect the dynamics of the free surface. In
this section, a general form of the momentum jump condition which occurs at a fluid
interface due to surface tension will be derived, and a method for incorporating the
surface tension into Eq. (2.2) will be discussed.
To begin, consider a material fluid volume fï which is divided into two subvol
umes by a free surface S, as shown in Fig. 2.2. The surface area bounding ft is
denoted 5, and has an outward-pointing unit normal n. The intersection of S with fi
is defined by the closed curve C, which also has a unit normal N which is orthogonal
to both the free surface unit normal ù and a vector tangent to C.
The conservation of momentum for this volume is governed by the following
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integral equation (Segel, 1987):

^ J pVdÇî = J pêdQ + jT-ndS + f <jNdC
(2.9)
n
n
s
c
For a material control volume divided by a surface of discontinuity, it can be shown
that Reynold's transport theorem for an arbitrary scalar or vector quantity (j> can be
expressed as (Aris, 1962)

J ^ d n + f< f > V - n d S + j {(f>)W- i>dS
n

n

5

(2.10)

s

where {4>) denotes the jump in ^ across the discontinuity and W is the velocity of
the interface. Using this relation with Eq. (2.9) gives

J ^dn+j> pVV-ndS+j (pV) W-ùdS = J p B d Ç l + f T - n d S + ^ a N d C (2.11)
n
s
s
n
s
c
By applying Gauss' theorem individually to each subvolume and adding the results,
the surface integrals can be rewritten as

y pVV • n d S = y V • pVVdn - J ( p V V ) • P d S
s
n
s
fW' n d S = y V • T d i î - y (T) . ùdS
s
n
E
Introducing these results into Eq. (2.11) yields

I
n

"I
^
L

dn+J ( p V

^
J

2

(2.12)

(2.13)

{w - v))-î>dS = f (f
E

y crNdC
c

(2.14)
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Since the free surface moves with the fluid, it follows that

{W-V) = 0

(2.15)

E

Thus, Eq. (2.14) reduces to

j ^ + V . ( p V V - T ) - p B d n = j ' ( T ) ' ù d S + f aNdC
n L
JE
C

(2.16)

Now, let the subvolumes in Fig. figxvolumel shrink to zero at the interface while
S remains finite. This implies that the volume integral in Eq. (2.16) vanishes, leaving
the relation

J

(T) - ù d S ^ - j a N d C

E

(2.17)

C

The integral over C in Eq. (2.17) can be transformed into an integral over S using
the surface divergence theorem (Edwards, Howard, and Wasan, 1991), giving

y aNdC = J [V,a - (V, • ù)aù] dS
(2.18)
c
s
where Vs is the surface gradient operator. Assuming that cr is constant and noting
that the mean surface curvature k is defined by

« = -IV, • Ù

(2.19)

then Eq. (2.18) can be written as

J
E

(T) - ù d S ^ J 2K(TÙdS
E

(2.20)
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Since E is arbitrary, then at any point on the interface

= 2K<TÛ

(2.21)

Equation (2.21) is the momentum jump condition for a fluid-fluid interface due to
surface tension. It shows that surface tension gives rise to a jump in the normal
component of the stress tensor.
If the free surface were placed at the boundary of fluid domain (as is done in the
surface fitting approach), then Eq. (2.21) could be used as a boundary condition for
the momentum equation. In the present case, however, the free surface lies within
the region of interest, thus making the direct application of Eq. (2.21) quite awkward.
As a first step towards resolving this problem, one can cast the surface tension force
as a field quantity so that it can be incorporated as a source term in the momentum
equation. This approach was proposed by Kataoka (1986) for two-phase flow. Slightly
different versions of the idea were recently used in CFD applications by Unverdi
and Tryggvason (1992) and Brackbill, Kothe, and Zemach (1992). The formulation
presented below is based on the work of Kataoka (1986).
Consider a continuous function f i { x , y , z , t ) where /,• > 0 in the liquid, /,• < 0
in the gas, and /,• = 0 at the free surface. Following Kataoka (1986), a local surface
tension force Fa{x,y,z,t) can be defined as

Fs { x , y , z , t ) = 2crKi>ai

(2.22)

where a,- is a quantity called the local interfacial area concentration. Kataoka defines
Oi as
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a,(x,î/ , 2 , ^ ) = | V/,-1 A(/,)

(2.23)

where A{ t ) is the Dirac delta function. The local interfacial area concentration can
be thought of as a function which represents the free surface area per unit volume
at a given point in space. Since the Dirac delta function (and hence o,) is non-zero
only at the free surface (that is, where fi{x,y, z, () = 0), the surface tension force will
only affect the flow in the vicinity of the free surface.
Introducing Eq. (2.22) in the momentum equation yields

(2.24)
While this specification of the surface tension force is consistent with a field formula
tion, significant problems remain in attempting to evaluate Fa as part of a numerical
scheme. Specifically, the surface curvature and the local interfacial area concentration
require knowledge of the free surface geometry. This information must be deduced
from the fiowfield by relating fi{x,y,z,t) to the density distribution. While flow
problems involving significant surface tension forces will not be considered in the
present work, some notes how one may approximate Fa numerically are provided in
Appendix A.
2.5

The Artificial Compressibility Method

In the present formulation, it is assumed that the flowfield is incompressible, as
reflected by the inclusion of Eq. (2.3). If density and viscosity of the two fluids are
identical, then Eqs. (2.1) - (2.3) reduce to the well-known incompressible NavierStokes equations. It is reasonable, therefore, to examine numerical approaches which
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have been used successfully for the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations, and apply
them (with suitable modifications) to the two-fluid model.
The approach adopted in the present work for solving the two-fluid incompress
ible system is based on the artificial compressibility method of Chorin (1967). The
artificial compressibility method augments Eq. (2.3) with a fictitious time derivative
of pressure as follows:

(2.25)
Here,

is a constant (with units of pressure) and r is a parameter known as the

pseudo-time. For convenience, Eq. (2.25) can also be written as

(2.26)

where a new pressure variable P has been defined as

(2.27)
It should be noted that the pseudo time T has no physical meaning, and, in fact, can
be considered an iteration parameter for which

(2.28)

Jlim ^(r) = <l){t

At)

(2.29)

where (f) is any fiowfield variable. Equations (2.28) and (2.29) imply that the solution
at any given future time level t + At corresponds to a steady state solution in pseudo
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time.
Originally, the artificial compressibility method was thought to be applicable
only to steady flow problems. For such problems, the entire time dependence was
fictitious, with the correct steady state solution being approached asymptotically
in pseudo-time as suggested above. More recently, however, several investigators
have introduced time-accurate algorithms in which both the physical time t and the
pseudo-time r are marched (Merkle and Athavale, 1987; Rogers, Kwak, and Kiris,
1989). In this case, the solution at a given physical time level is approached asymp
totically as a steady state solution in pseudo-time. This type of algorithm, which
is often called the dual time-stepping procedure, is employed in the present work
as a means of computing time-accurate solutions using the artificial compressibility
approach.

2.6

Boundary Conditions

All the flow problems considered in the present work involve the motion of fluids
within impermeable containers. Accordingly, only one type of boundary condition
arises in the mathematical formulation, namely the viscous, impermeable wall bound
ary condition.
Experimental evidence suggests that for viscous, Newtonian fluids, the relative
velocity at an impermeable wall is zero. This result is known as the no slip condition.
For fluid motions relative to the non-inertial coordinate frame {x^y,z), this implies
that at the walls of the container (surface Sc)

=0

u
Sc

(2.30)
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V

=0

(2.31)

=0

(2.32)

Se

w
Se

A fourth boundary condition for a viscous wall can be derived by evaluating the
normal component of the differential form of the vector momentum equation at the
wall and applying the no slip condition. The resulting equation can be written

(2.33)
where n is a boundary unit normal vector and B n = B • n . This equation states
that the normal pressure gradient at the boundary is influenced by both the viscous
stresses and the body force. For orthogonal grids which are sufficiently refined near
the wall, it is common to neglect the viscous term in Eq. (2.33), so that

(2.34)
This approximate form will be employed in the present work.
The fifth and final boundary condition will involve the density. For a single phaae
incompressible flows, the density is constant everywhere, and, thus, no boundary
condition is needed. In the present case, however, the density field is a function of
both space and time due to the evolution of the fluid interface. In addition, the
intersection of the fluid interface with the walls of the container gives rise to moving
contact lines.
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moving contact line
free surface

Figure 2.3: Illustration of the contact line and contact angle
The physics of viscous fluid motion in the vicinity of a moving contact line
is known to be very complex (Dussan V., 1984). It is found from theoretical and
experimental analysis that the shape of the fluid interface is controlled primarily by
the contact angle Oc, as shown in Fig. 2.3. The value of the contact angle depends
upon the properties of the two fluids as well as the material properties and finish
of the wall. Moreover, the contact angle is, in general, different depending on the
direction of motion of the contact line.
In order to make the physics of the moving contact line compatible with the
no-slip condition, it is necessary to relax the no-slip condition in the vicinity of the
contact line. For modeling purposes, one can identify two regions in the vicinity of
the contact line: an inner region where the fluid is allowed to slip at the wall, and an
outer region for which the no-slip condition is still applicable. Unfortunately, even
with the slip condition at the contact line, the physics are still too complicated to be
used in a practical numerical model of wall-bounded free surface flows.
If the length scale associated with the inner region is much smaller than the
characteristic length of the system, then it is reasonable to assume that the contact
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angle will not significantly affect the flowfield away from the contact line. This
assumption will be adopted in the present work. For simplicity, the density values
at the wall are obtained by a suitable extrapolation from the interior. It should be
noted that this approach is valid away from the contact line, where the local fluid
behavior should be consistent with single phase, viscous, incompressible flow.
2.7

Initial Conditions

The initial conditions for the governing equations are given by

^(a;,j/,0,O) = po

(2.35)

w(a:,r/,2,0) = uq

(2.36)

v { x , y , z , 0 ) = vo

(2.37)

w ( x , y , 2 , 0 ) = Wo

(2.38)

where /?o, «0, t/o, and wq are prescribed functions defined for all points within fie- As
mentioned previously, the specific initial conditions will be problem dependent. Note,
however, that the initial velocity field is required to be divergence free by Eq. (2.3).
Also, it is important observe that the prescription of initial density and velocity fields
implicitly defines the initial pressure field.
2.8

Nondimensional Equations

The governing equations are cast into a nondimensional form in order to intro
duce important dimensionless groups into the formulation and to permit the flow
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variables to be properly scaled (Anderson, Tannehill, and Fletcher, 1984). The stan
dard approach for nondimensionalization consists of selecting reference values for
all variables, nondimensionalizing the flow variables using these reference values, and
finally incorporating the dimensionless variables into the governing equations. The dimensionless variables used in the present work are summarized below (the superscript
* denotes dimensionless variables and the subscript r denotes reference quantities):

X — X j Lf

y ™ yI

^

^I

U* = u f V r

V* = V I V t

W* = w l V r

p* = plpr

P*=pl{prV^)

I3' = l3/{prV^^)

(2.39)

p,* = li/lir W* = u;/(Vr///r) t * = t / { L r l V r )
From the above, it can be seen that four reference quantities must be prescribed
for a given problem:
• a reference density pr
• a reference velocity Vr
• a reference length scale Lr
• a reference dynamic viscosity
The convention adopted in the present work is to use the properties of the liquid for
Pr and Hr. Vt and Lr are selected appropriately for a given problem.
•

The dimensionless variables are now introduced into Eqs. (2.1), (2.2), and (2.3).

After some simplification, the resulting forms of the governing equations can be
written
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^+

=0

(2.40)

dp*V*
+ V • [p*V*V* - T*) = P* B ^ + F ;
dt*

(2.41)

V . y* = 0

(2.42)

V* = u*i + v*j^-w*k

(2.43)

where

B' =

g^Fr

^ - 2w' X y' - ^ X r - w' X (w' X r)
dt'^
dt*

Re

vr

4-

(vy*)^] - ïp*

f; = ^

(2.44)

(2.45)

(2.46)

Note that V, P", R', and a* are all defined in terms of x*, y*, and z*.
Three important dimensionless groups which emerge from the nondimensionalization are the Reynolds number {Re), Froude number (Fr), and Weber number
{We). These groups are defined as follows:

(2.47)
Cr
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1/2

Fr = —^
9e-l^r

(2.48)

We =

(2.49)

The Reynolds, Froude, and Weber numbers indicate, respectively, the relative impor
tance of viscous, gravitational, and surface tension forces for a given flow problem.
Note that the influence of these forces diminishes as the values of the corresponding
dimensionless groups increase.
For the sloshing problems of interest in the present work, an order of magnitude
analysis of the Weber number using typical property values and length scales reveals

We ~

= o(io3)

where the reference velocity has been scaled with

(2.50)

This relatively large value

of the Weber number suggests that the surface tension effects will not be significant.
Accordingly, all cases considered in the present work will assume VKe = oo.
Finally, the pseudo-compressibility equation can be nondimensionalized as

^+ V-V- = 0

(2.51)

Note that the pseudo-time is nondimensionalized using Xr/K- as a reference time
scale.
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3.

THE FINITE VOLUME METHOD

3.1

Introduction

In selecting a numerical approach for solving the equations presented in Chapter
2, there are many factors to consider. Among these are solution accuracy, compu
tational effort, algorithmic complexity, and computer storage requirements. Com
putational effort is particularly important in time-dependent calculations since the
number of time steps required for a given problem can be quite large. One approach
which represents a good compromise between the competing goals of good solution
accuracy and reasonable computational cost is the finite volume method.
The finite volume method discretizes the computational domain as a system of
non-overlapping control volumes. The relevant partial differential equations are in
tegrated over each control volume, yielding a system of integral equations. Applying
specific spatial and temporal discretization techniques transforms these integral equa
tions into a set of algebraic equations, where the unknowns represent spatial averages
of the dependent variables for a given control volume.
An important feature of the finite volume method is its ability to maintain both
local and global conservation of basic quantities such as mass and momentum. While
conservation is a desirable property in and of itself, it turns out to be crucial in dis
continuity capturing schemes. Specifically, Lax (1954) has shown that a conservative
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formulation is required in order for a consistent numerical scheme to correctly predict
the speeds and strengths of discontinuities.
This chapter provides a detailed discussion of the finite volume method, with an
emphasis on the specific formulas and algorithms used in the present work. Applica
tion of this methodology to the discretization of Eqs. (2.1) - (2.3) will be considered
in the next chapter.

3.2

The Grid

The grid consists of an organized collection of points to which discrete values of
the dependent variables associated with a given numerical model are assigned. These
points are located within the computational domain as well as on its boundary. The
manner in which the geometric quantities required by the finite volume method are
computed is directly related to the underlying structure of the grid points. This and
other related issues are discussed in the subsections below.
3.2.1

Structured versus unstructured grids

The arrangement of grid points within the computational domain can be clas
sified as either structured or unstructured. A structured grid places grid points at
the intersections of families of curvilinear coordinate lines. This enables a general
coordinate mapping to be set up between a base coordinate system (such as the
Cartesian coordinate system) and a general curvilinear coordinate system. An un
structured grid, on the other hand, associates each grid point with its immediate
neighbor points in an arbitrary manner. While unstructured grids provide greater
flexibility in the placement of grid points, numerical formulations using such grids are
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generally more complex to develop, especially in three dimensions. For this reason,
the present work employs a structured grid.
3.2.2

Curvilinear coordinates

Given a structured arrangement of grid points in three-dimensional space, a
curvilinear coordinate system can be defined such that grid points lie at the inter
sections of three families of coordinate lines. Here, the family of coordinate lines
is denoted ((,?;,(). Choosing Cartesian coordinates (z, y, z) as the base coordinate
system, a mapping can be constructed between the Cartesian and curvilinear coor
dinates such that the computational domain in physical space (x,y, z) transforms to
a box in computational space (^, ?/,(). This idea is illustrated in Fig. 3.1. In general,
such a mapping will be nonorthogonal.
The regular structure of the grid allows each grid point to be labeled by a unique
set of indices (i,j, fc). As shown in Fig. 3.1, these indices are defined from (1,1,1)
to (imax,jmax,kmax), and are related to the computational coordinates such that
i corresponds to

j corresponds to t}, and k corresponds to (. The total number of

control volumes Ncv is given by

Ncv = {imax — 2){jmax — 2){kmax — 2)
3.2.3

(3.1)

The control volume

For a structured, three-dimensional grid, each control volume is usually defined
as a six-sided cell. A typical cell in physical space is depicted in Fig. 3.2(a), and
its image in computational space in Fig. 3.2(b). The volume and bounding surface
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Figure 3.2: A hexahedral control volume in physical space and computational space
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area of the control volume in physical space are denoted by

and 5, respectively,

with the six faces of the control volume being identified by the index notation i ± 5,
j±

and A: ±

The present work adopts the idea that each cell encloses the grid

points (hereafter referred to as the main grid points), thus allowing a unique set of
grid indices (i,;, k) to be associated with each cell.
For a given curvilinear coordinate system, three sets of coordinate surfaces are
formed by taking one of the computational coordinates ((, t), or () to be constant. It
is convenient to associate these coordinate surfaces with the control volume faces by
assuming that the i ± 5 faces are surfaces of constant

the j ± 5 faces are surfaces

of constant tf, and the A ± 5 faces are surfaces of constant (. To emphasize this
association, the superscripts
the i + I face area is denoted

t), and ( will be used in specifying the face areas (e.g.

In addition, the requirement of non-overlapping

control volumes implies that adjacent control volumes share a single co'mmori face.
This property ensures that flux conservation over individual control volumes leads to
flux conservation over the entire computational domain.
It can be seen in Fig, 3.2 that the geometry of a cell is characterized by its
ver t i c e s . F o r reference, t h e s e p o i n t s h a v e b e e n labeled b y t h e lower c a s e l e t t e r s a
through h. Practical computation of the arc lengths, face areas, and volumes will
require knowing the location of these vertices in physical space. In the present work,
these data are obtained by specifying the locations of the grid points in physical
space, and computing the vertices by interpolation. Before elaborating further on this
strategy, however, some additional aspects of grid structure must first be discussed.
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3.2.4

Grid structure at boundaries

Because grid points are located on the boundary of the computational domain,
a decision must be made with regard to the treatment of control volumes near
boundaries. Two possible arrangements are depicted in Figs. 3.3(a) and 3.3(b). In
Fig. 3.3(a), a control volume face is placed between the boundary grid point and its
adjacent neighbor point. This results in "partial" control volumes at the boundary.
The advantage of this approach is that a uniform spacing is maintained between all
grid points in computational space. This simplifies finite difference approximations to
derivatives at the boundary, as well as other aspects of the discretization. However,
special forms of the discretized equations must be derived for all "partial" control
volumes.
Shrinking the thickness of each boundary control volume in Fig. 3.3(a) to zero
results in the configuration shown in Fig. 3.3(b). In this case, "whole" control volumes
completely fill the computational domain. This allows the discretized equations to
have the same form for all control volumes, and, since control volume faces lie on the
boundary of the computational domain, permits easy application of flux boundary
conditions. The obvious disadvantage of this approach is that the spacing of grid
points in computational space is not uniform near the boundary.
While either of the above approaches can be used successfully, the second method
is more appealing in that the computational domain can be uniformly filled with
"whole" control volumes. This approach is adopted in the present work.
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Figure 3.3: Grid structure at boundaries: (a) partial cells, (b) whole cells
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3.2.5

Nonuniform grids

If the distribution of the interior grid points is nonuniform in physical space, then
a second decision must be made with regard to the position of the control volume
faces relative to adjacent grid points. Two possible arrangements are illustrated in
Figs. 3.4(a) and 3.4(b).
In Fig. 3.4(a), the grid points are placed at the centroids of the control volumes.
This approach has several advantages. First, since volume integrals in the finite
volume method are usually approximated as the product of the cell volume and a
suitable "average" value of the integrand, the accuracy of volume integral approxi
mations is enhanced. Second, virtually any arrangement of control volumes can be
employed without difficulty. In fact, Patankar (Patankar, 1980) notes that discretiza
tion of the computational domain can be easily accomplished by first prescribing the
locations of the coordinate surfaces (i.e. the control volume faces) and then placing
the grid points at the geometric centers of the control volumes. The major disad
vantage of this approach, however, is that the control volume face can lie anywhere
between adjacent grid points. Consequently, suitable interpolation formulas (which
are relatively expensive to compute) are needed to obtain data at the control volume
faces.
The alternative to the first approach is to place control volume faces midway
between adjacent grid points, as shown in Fig. 3.4(b). The advantage of this approach
is that data needed at control volume faces can be obtained (to second order accuracy)
using a simple arithmetic mean of data at adjacent grid points. This leads to a
simpler formulation and a lower operation count in interpolating cell face quantities.
However, as the grid points are generally not located at the centroids of the control
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volumes, the accuracy of volume integrals can be reduced.
Again, either of the above approaches can be used successfully in a finite volume
formulation. The efficiency of the midway placement of the control volume faces was
determined to be the overriding consideration, and was therefore employed in the
present work.
3.2.6

Grid specification

The grid specification procedure can now be defined baaed on the decisions made
in the previous sections. The basic steps are presented below.
1. The position vectors of the main grid points are computed using an appropriate
grid generation scheme.
2. The cell vertices are determined using suitable the arithmetic mean of adjacent
grid points. For example, the vertex

in Fig. 3.2 is computed by

(3.2)
Modified forms of Eq. (3.2) are used at boundaries.
3. Geometric quantities (arc lengths, face areas, cell volumes, etc.) are computed
from the known cell vertex data.
Notice that one of the byproducts of this procedure is the placement of control volume
faces approximately midway between adjacent grid points.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.4: Nonuniform grid structure: (a) grid points placed at centroid of control
volume, (b) cell faces placed midway between grid points
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For computational domains of arbitrary shape, the grid generation task required
in Step 1 above is nontrivial. A thorough treatment of the grid generation prob
lem can be found in Thompson, Warsi, and Mastin (1985). In the present work,
the geometries considered are simple, and thus do not require elaborate grid gener
ation procedures. For example, a simple Cartesian grid can be generated within a
rectangular parallelpiped domain with dimensions L

X

H x W using the following

equations;

a: = tCo -f (Ll^rnax

0 <( < ^max

(3.3)

J/ — J/O "H f)ITjmax

0 ^ ^ ^ f}max

(3.4)

Z = ^0 4- CLjCmax

0 < C < Cmar

(3.5)

Grid generation algorithms employing equations such as those given above were used
in the present work to develop specific computer programs for generating the grid
point data required by the flow solver. This point will be discussed further in Chapter
6.

3.3

Metric Relations

This section provides the mathematical background needed to develop specific
formulas for the geometric quantities employed in the finite volume method. In the
interest of brevity, the material is presented without proof (see Thompson, Warsi,
and Mastin, 1985 for additional information).
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3.3.1

Basic relations

For a stationary grid, a transformation between the Cartesian coordinate system
and a general curvilinear coordinate system can be prescribed mathematically as
follows:

y =

(3.6)
This transformation has a unique inverse,

( =
V

({x,y,z)

= v{^,y,z)

C = C{x,y,z)

(3.7)
provided the metric Jacobian, J , of the transformation is nonzero. The Jacobian can
be written as the determinant
dx dx dx

J = d(.x,y, z)

9T)
dji S!l ÊH
an 9(
dz dz dz

di dr) ac

(3.8)
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Relations linking the Cartesian coordinate system with the general curvilinear
coordinate system can be derived using principles from vector calculus and differential
geometry (Thompson, Warsi, and Mastin, 1985). These relations can be expressed
in terms of the position vector r as follows:

X

VC)

(3.9)

^ = J{V(

X

V()

(3.10)

^ = J(V(

X Vri)

(3.11)

dc
It should be noted that the vectors drjd^, drfdr], and dffdC are tangent to the
coordinate lines

t], and (, respectively, while the vectors V^, Vr;, and V( are

normal to.surfaces of constant

r}, and

respectively. These metric quantities also
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have a physical interpretation as scale factors for differential arc length (dl), surface
area {dS) and volume (dCl). Specifically,
dl^ = d r
di

dr

dr

=

drj

(3.17)

dr
dC
dC

(3.18)

ÔT]

dl^

(3.16)

dS^

=

JV^drjdC

(3.19)

dS"

=

JVTid(dC

(3.20)

dS'^

=

JVCd^dT}

(3.21)

dn = Jd^drjdC

(3.22)

Integrating these relations for the arc lengths, cell face areas, and cell volume as
shown in shown in Fig. 3.2 gives
dr

d(

(3.23)

^'' = / d r dr)
dr)
àv

(3.24)

Al^ = l
M
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(3.25)

f f (dr

dr\

II
f f {df

dr\

f f {dr

df\

(3.26)

(3.27)

(3.28)

y y jd^dridc
(3.29)
M A(
Note that the arc lengths are integrated along coordinate curves which pass through
fi=y

the grid point (i,j,A), and that the surface area vectors as defined above always point
in the direction of increasing
3.3.2

or (.

A metric identity

The foregoing coordinate transformation satisfies the following metric identity:

(3.30)
Integrating this relation over fi yields

(3.31)

s
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Physically, Eq. (3.31) follows from the requirement that the surface area S completely
enclose the volume fl. Moreover, Thompson, Warsi, and Mastin (1985) have shown
that numerically computed metric quantities must satisfy this identity in order to
prevent spurious errors from arising in a CFD solution.
3.3.3

The gradient and divergence operators

In developing discrete approximations to specific terms in the equations of fluid
dynamics, one often wishes to express the gradient or divergence of some flow variable
in terms of the computational coordinate system. To see how this is done in the
present work, let (j> and V denote, respectively, generic scalar and vector functions
of space and time. Using relations from computational geometry, it can be shown
that the gradient of <f>, the divergence of V, and the curl of V can be written as
(Thompson, Warsi, and Mastin, 1985)

V^=i|^[(JVO^) + ^l(JV,)^l + ^[(JVC)^l}

(3,32)

. p] + ^[(JV,) • VI +

(3.33)

V Y=

. Y|J

These relations are often called the conservative forms of the gradient, and divergence.
If the metric identity, Eq. (3.30), is applied and the resulting expressions simplified,
the following nonconservative forms are obtained:

(3.34)
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(3.35)
The metric quantities V^, VT/, V(, and J can be expressed in terms of derivatives
of the position vector fusing the relations given in Section 3.3.1. Hence, discrete
forms of either Eqs. (3.32) and (3.33) or Eqs. (3.34) and (3.35) can be developed
in a straightforward manner by introducing finite difference approximations of the
derivatives of r and (j) with respect to the computational coordinates. Note that
Cartesian derivatives can be obtained by simply taking the dot product of the gradient
with the appropriate Cartesian unit vectors;

(3.36)

(3.37)

(3.38)

3.4

Implementation of the Finite Volume Method

The metric relations presented in the previous section provide the essential link
between the distribution of grid points in physical space and relevant geometric quan
tities such as arc length, surface area, and volume. The practical use of these relations
in a numerical formulation is demonstrated in this section by considering the finite
volume discretization of a generic conservation law equation. This discretization will
be applied in Chapter 4 to the two-fluid system.
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In what follows, it is assumed that the grid has been specified according to the
methodology described in Section 3.2.6. The dimensions of each control volume in
computational space will arbitrarily be set to unity:

= AT/ = A( = 1

(3.39)

This Msumption greatly simplifies the discretized equations without sacrificing gen
erality (Thompson, Warsi, and Mastin, 1985). Note that at the boundary points, the
width of the cell in the direction normal to the boundary is zero. Accordingly, the
corresponding computational space dimension (A(, Arf, or AC) will also be zero.
3.4.1

Finite volume discretization of conservation laws

Consider the generic integral conservation law

^ J Udd

j F "hdS = J BdU
(3.40)
as
n
where U is a, scalar variable, F = F{U) is a flux function, and B is a source term.
Following the general approach developed by Briley and MacDonald (1973) and later
refined by Beam and Warming (1976), a spatial discretization of Eq. (3.40) can
be constructed which transforms the integral conservation law for a given control
volume into an ordinary differential equation (ODE) for the volume-averaged value
of U. Doing this for each control volume yields a system of coupled ODEs. A separate
temporal discretization step can then be applied to obtain a numerical solution at
some future time level.
To begin the spatial discretization process, the surface and volume integrals in
Eq. (3.40) are approximated using the following assumptions:
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• The grid is fixed.
• Volume integrals are approximated as the product of the cell volume and an
appropriate average value of the integrand.
• Surface integrals are approximated as the product of the vector surface area
and an appropriate average value of the integrand.
Under these assumptions, the integrals in Eq. (3.38) can be approximated as

(3.41)
n
(3.42)
i

t=i ^

J Bdn « B(l
(3.43)
a
where U, F, and B now denote spatial averages. Introducing Eqs. (3.41) - (3.43)
into Eq. (3.40) yields the ODE

4(ra) + E[F-5]
at

(3.44)

where the flux summation is given explicitly by

è [F • 5], = (f .g(),+^-(F.s()._)+(f Jij+i -(f â'')j_)+(f-(f
(3.45)
Note that the flux terms employ the control volume face areas as defined by Eqs,
(3.26) - (3.28). Since these area vectors point in the direction of increasing

?/, or
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C, the appropriate sign must be used to account for the fact that n in Eq. (3.40) is
an outward-pointing vector.
The temporal discretization of Eq. (3.44) can be accomplished using either ex
plicit or implicit methods. For the viscous flows considered in the present work, it
may be desirable to cluster grid points in specific regions to resolve sharp gradients
in velocity and density. The decrease in control volume size which results from grid
clustering imposes a severe time step restriction on explicit schemes since the maxi
mum allowable time step is directly proportional to the cell size. The present work,
therefore, focuses on the use of implicit schemes.
Of the many options for imphcit temporal discretization, the two-level, one
step trapezoidal method is considered (Hirsh, 1988). Application of this method
to Eq. (3.44) yields the following discrete equation:

(t/n+i _ t/")îî -f- 6[ F • 5 (=1

-t- (1 - 0)

è [F • 5 /=i

" = 0 (3.46)

Here, n is the time index, and ^ is a temporal weighting factor ranging from zero
to one. Choosing 0 = 0 yields an explicit scheme, while choosing 0 > 0 results in a
family of implicit schemes. Some common implicit schemes are the Crank-Nicolson
scheme { 9 = ^) and the Euler implicit scheme { 9 = 1).
It can be shown that the Euler implicit scheme is formally first order accurate in
time, while the Crank-Nicolson scheme is second order accurate in time (Anderson,
Tannehill, and Fletcher, 1984). For linear systems, both schemes are found to be un
conditionally stable. For nonlinear systems, however, the Crank-Nicolson scheme can
be only marginally stable (that is, some error components may grow and eventually
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lead to instability). Introduction of some artificial dissipation can help minimize this
problem (Hirsh, 1988).
It can be seen that Eq. (3.45) requires the six cell face areas
S

and

, the cell volume 0, and interpolated data at the cell faces (from which the fluxes

can be constructed). If the flux F contains diffusion terms, it will also be necessary
to construct gradients at the cell faces. Methods for calculating these quantities are
discussed in the sections below.
3.4.2

Cell face areas

Referring to the control volume shown in Fig. 3.2, it can be seen that only three
of the six face areas need be associated with the grid point (i, j, k ) . The convention
adopted in the present work is to associate the i +
grid point { i , j , k ) . It follows that

j+

and

|faces with

, at { i , j , k ) is equivalent to

i at ( i — l , j , k ) ,
'*^2
and so forth. This convention provides a convenient means of organizing the array

storage of the face areas in a computer program.
Practical formulas for computing the cell face areas are based on approximate
forms of Eqs. (3.26) - (3.28). Since

= Atj = AC = 1, the face areas can be

approximated by

(3.47)

(3.48)
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fdr

(3.49)

where the overbars denote appropriate mean values of the metric derivatives at the
control volume face. In order to satisfy the metric identity numerically, it can be
shown that the metric derivatives should be evaluated in the following manner (Vinokur, 1989):

'W\

i K% - r.) + (?/ - %)]

(3.50)

i [(r6 - r j ) + ( f „ - Te)]
2

(3.51)

1

\

IT)

[(r6 - r j ) + (re - f^)]

- ^)]

(3.53)

% [(^6 - K) + (ra - Trf)]
2

(3.54)

r [(^6 - ra) + {rc - ^)]
2

(3.55)

^ [(^ -

' dr^

' dr'
^vJk+i

(3.52)

Inserting these expressions into Eqs. (3.47) - (3.49) and simplifying yields

«

I [(^/ - ra) X (ft - fe)]

(3.56)
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« 5 ((r- - r-/) X (fl - f,)]

(3.57)

K \ l(n - u ) X ( f , - r-.)]

(3.58)

Note that point h in Fig. 3.2 is not used in computing the face areas.
3.4.3

Cell volumes

The cell volume can be calculated in a number of different ways. A relatively
simple formula due to Kordulla and Vinokur (1983) approximates the volume as

f! « |(fi - n) -

(3.59)

While Eq. (3.59), which arises from an analysis of various partitions of an arbitrary
hexahedron, is not unique, it is efficient in that it makes use of existing data (namely
the cell face areas and position vectors). Moreover, results from the literature and
the author's own numerical experiments have found this formula to be reasonably
accurate for smooth grids.
3.4.4

Interpolation at cell faces

This section considers the problem of interpolating a generic variable (f> at cell
face i + 1 from data at adjacent grid points, as depicted in Fig. 3.5. Both linear and
upwind-biased interpolation procedures are discussed. For simplicity, the notation is
adopted wherein only indices different than i, j, ov k are used in specifying a given
grid point. For example,

is written as (f>,

(j>i+i,j,k

is written as ^,+i, and so forth.
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Figure 3.5: Interpolation of data at cell face i - \ - \

3.4.4.1

Linear interpolation Since the control volume faces lie midway

between adjacent grid points, then a linear interpolant for (f) at cell face i -f|reduces
to a simple arithmetic average:

(3.60)
Unfortunately, the Eq. (3.60) must be modified at the boundaries due to the
choice of locating grid points at boundary surfaces. To avoid the need for adding
special logic to account for the boundary points in a computer program, a general
interpolant which is applicable to all points can be derived as follows. Defining

fL =
-2

where, as noted earlier,

(3.61)
4- Hi+I

is zero at the boundary points and one elsewhere, a linear

interpolant for (j) can be written in terms of the interpolation factor as

= (1 -

+ /,+i<A«+i = <A + /,+1(^1+1 - 4>)

(3.62)
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Similar formulas can be derived for the r) and ( directions, namely

= (1 - //+< f > j + i = <!> +

(j>k+i = (1 -

/j+i

+ /fc+i^fc+i = <!> +

(3 63)

(3.64)

where
Arj

=

^

(3.65)

(3.66)

It should be noted that the interpolation factors given by Eqs. (3.61), (3.65), and
(3.66) are functions of the computational coordinates only. As a result, they can be
computed once and stored in three one-dimensional arrays for use as needed within
the computer program.
3.4.4.2

Upwind-biased interpolation It is common in CFD to bias the

interpolation of a flow variable in a direction which is "upwind" with respect to the
velocity vector at a given point (Anderson, Tannehill, and Fletcher, 1984). Upwind
biasing promotes both stability and accuracy of numerical solutions for convectiondominated flows. This section presents some formulas for upwind-biased interpo
lations which correspond to schemes of different orders of accuracy. An important
feature of these formulas is their applicability to nonuniform grids.
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Consider a generic flow variable <j) which is convected in the positive ( coordinate
direction. An interpolant which corresponds to a first order upwind scheme at the
i +\ face is given by

«if+i = ^

(3-6T)

The superscript L is used here to denote the fact that the biasing occurs on the left
hand side of the z + ^ cell face, as shown in Fig. 3.5.
A second order upwind interpolant can be developed by extending the compu
tational stencil to the i — 1 grid point (Hirsh, 1990). For convenience, a "gradient"
parameter

is first defined as

(3-«8)
•+2

The second order upwind interpolant can then be written

(3.69)
An interpolant corresponding to the QUICK scheme of Leonard (1979) can also be
derived in terms of G.+i as

(3.70)
where
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If the convecting velocity is oriented in the negative ( coordinate direction, the
corresponding forms of first order, second order, and QUICK interpolants are

(3.72)

(3.73)

(3.74)
Here, the superscript R denotes that biasing occurs on the right hand side of the i +1
cell face.
The three interpolants described above can be combined into a single equation
for each biasing direction. These equations can be written as

h

(^,+& -

(3.75)

- <^.+f )

(3-76)

where various schemes are obtained by specifying appropriate values for ei and eg, as
shown in Table 3.1.
3.4.5

Gradients at cell faces

The calculation of gradients at cell faces is based on the nonconservative form
of the gradient operator. The metric terms V^, VT/, and V( can be written in terms
of the position vector f as follows:
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Table 3.1: Upwind-biased interpolation:
schemes resulting from se
lected values of ei and 6%
Cl
0
1
1

^2
0
0
1

Scheme
first order upwind
second order upwind
QUICK

V
d( (at, ^ aj

Thus, the gradient can be expressed exclusively in terms of derivatives of <f> and r
with respect to the computational coordinates.
At cell faces, simple finite difference representations can be used for the deriva
tives. However, the forms of these derivatives will be different for each face due to
the unique orientation each face has with respect to adjacent main grid points. Con
sequently, three sets of formulas are required (one set for each face). These formulas
are presented below using the abbreviated subscript notation of Section 4.5.
• Cell Face i-\-\

(
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(^\
^
2
V^'Z/i+i ~ (A7/j_I+2A7/ +Ar/j+i)
•

[<' -

+

- *")i

[d

- w.)]}
(3.81)

/^\
_
2
\^C/,+i
(^Cfc-1 + 2A( + ACfc+i)
•

+

+ Itc + Arrij

- *+.))

[<' ~

- 4%-') + /KA+' - *+w-')|

I

(3.82)
• Cell Face j +|

(^\
^
2
Uej,+1
(A(,._i+2A( + A(,+i)

• {(î^ + îtl)
+

+ /"(*".;+' - * « ) !

I 1 ( 1 - / ' ) ( ^ - A-i) +

-*-,j+.)l|

(3.83)
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^ 2{(f>j+i - <f>)
.dvjj+i
(A»/+ Aj/,+i)

^

2
(ACfe_i + 2A( + ACfc+i)

• {(Ac+Aat!)

+

(3.84)

^(4%+,..+, - *+,)!

+Acr!)

+/'(*+, (3.85)

I Cell Face fc +|

^
2
,^ejfc+i ~ (A(,_i+2A( + A(,.+i)

• {(AOA^ITO
+

+

~

-^) +

[(1 - /')(^ - *-.) +

- «'HI)]
- A-.,w)|}
(3.86)

^
(A%_I

2
+ 2AT/ + AT/J+I)

/ (AT/ + AT/J-I)

+

1'' -

- *-'''«)!}
(3.87)
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_ 2(<^k+i - <!>)
fc+i (^C 4- ACfc+i)

(3.88)

It should be noted that the formulae above are applicable to all points in the
computational domain if the grid is specified according to the scheme presented in
Section 3.2.6. In addition, they are second order accurate at interior points, but de
grade to between first and second order accuracy at boundaries due to the nonuniform
grid point distribution.
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4.

DISCRETIZATION OF THE TWO-FLUID EQUATIONS

4.1

Integral Equations

In order to apply the finite volume method described in Chapter 3 to the twofluid system, Eqs. (2.1) - (2.3) must first be cast into an integral conservation law
form which is consistent with Eq. (3.37). To this end, consider a non-material control
volume n which is fixed relative to the (r, y, z) coordinate frame, as illustrated in
Fig. 4.1. Since the free surface can move relative to the control volume, the subvol
umes fil and Og and associated bounding surfaces 5"! and S2 are functions of time.
Using the relations given by Jeffrey (1965), expressions for each subvolume can be
written as follows:

(4.1)

(4.2)
Adding these equations and setting ^ = V in accordance with Eq. 2.15 yields

(4.3)
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;:e:

Figure 4.1: Control volume containing an interface between two immiscible fluids
Now, if Eqs. (2.1), (2.2), and (2.3) are integrated over subvolumes 0% and 0%,
and Gauss' theorem is applied to the divergence terms, the resulting equations can
be summed to give

J ^ d n+fpV'ndS + J {p)V'ùdS =0
n
s
E

J ^ d Q + i p V {V'hdS)+ j {pV)V-ùdS = J
a

s

E

O

(4.4)

pêd(l + ^T-ndS + J {T)-i>dS
S

E

(4.5)
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f v -ndS = 0

(4.6)

s
Applying Eq. (4.3) with <l> = p and (j> = pV io Eqs. (4.4) and (4.5) respectively gives

^ J pdÇl + ^ pV - ndS = 0
n

^J

pVdn +

0

(4.7)

s

j p v { v - nds) = j pBdn + ^ ^ • n d S + j { ^ ) - û d S
5

O

S

(4.8)

E

As demonstrated in the Section 2.4, the jump in the fluid stress tensor across
the free surface due to surface tension can be modeled using Eq. (2.22). Integrating
this term over

^J
0

and substituting into Eq. (4.8) yields

pVdn + fpV{V- ndS) =
5

J pBdn + f ^ - n d S + j F , d n
0

5

(4.9)

0

Finally, Eq. (4.6) is modified following the artificial compressibility approach to
give

^Jpdn + ^V-ndS = 0
O

(4.10)

5

Equations (4.7), (4.9), and (4.10) are the integral equations which will be used to
develop the finite volume discretization of the two fluid system.

4.2

Column Vector Form

For convenience in developing the numerical scheme, the conservation equations
for mass and momentum (Eqs. 4.7 and 4.9 above) can be written in column vector
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form as follows:

^ J Vdn + fF-ndS = J Bdn
n

(4.11)

s

The variables U, F, and B are defined

P
U=

pu

(4.12)

pv
pw
F = F, - F„

(4.13)

pV
p V u + pi

F,=

(4.14)

pVv + pj
pVw + pk
0
F,=

"(€ +v«)

(4.15)

" (F +
f (S+V")
0

B=

(4.16)
By

B,
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Bx = {pB + Fa) • Î

(4.17)

+ -Fj) • i

(4.18)

(^pB + Fs^ -k

(4.19)

By = [pB

Bg

=

It will be shown in the next section that the discretized form of Eq. (4.11) can be
combined with Eq. (4.10) to form a single column vector equation for the two-fluid
system.

4.3

Spatial and Temporal Discretization

The discretization approach discussed in Section 3.4.1 for a generic integral con
servation law is now applied to to Eq. (4.6) above and Eq. (2.26). Performing the
spatial discretization first gives

(4.20)

(4.21)
Using the trapezoidal scheme to advance Eq. (4.20) in physical time yields

(4.22)
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Since the pseudo-compressibility equation does not require second order accuracy in
pseudo-time, the Euler implicit form of the trapezoidal scheme (0 = 1) is preferred,
due to its more favorable stability. Eq. (4.21) can thus be written as
m+\

(4.23)

=0

where m is the pseudo-time index.
Eqs. (4.22) and (4.23) can now be combined by observing that quantities at the
m -f- 1 time level must approach the solution at the next physical time level n -|-1
in the limit as m approaches infinity. Thus, the index m

1 in Eq. (4.22) can be

replaced by the index m -f 1, giving

m+1
il

+(!-«)

l/=:l

=0
./=!

(4.24)
Equations (4,11) and (4.13) can now be written as the single column vector
equation

m+1

gr ([I] - [loD IV +

(<U + U" - U») + M [I (f •

- Bn

(4.25)
where

6U =

- U"*

(4.26)
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(4.27)

= (imfif(l,l,l,l, 0 )

(4.28)

[Ig] = diag{9,0,0,0,1)

(4.29)

[lo]

and U, F, and B have been redefined as

P
pu
U=

pv

(4.30)

pw
p
F = F,- - Fv

(4.31)

pV
pVu + pPi
Fi =

pVv-\- ^Pj
pVw + /3Pk
V

(4.32)
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0

(I? +
(4.33)

(Î7 +
0
0

B,
B=

Fy

(4.34)

B,
0

This formulation is similar to the implicit scheme described by Pan and Chakrvarthy
(1989) for incompressible flows. In the present case, however, the pseudo-time march
ing process is used instead of a relaxed Newton-iteration approach.

4.4

Flux Evaluation

The next step in the discretization process is to express the inviscid and viscous
fluxes at cell faces in terms of U at adjacent main grid points. The present work em
ploys an upwind-biased discretization for the inviscid fluxes and a central-difference
discretization for the viscous fluxes. For conciseness in the discussions below, the
following notation is employed for the dot products of the inviscid and viscous flux
vectors with the cell face area vectors at i

Pi = g,.

(4.35)
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P„ = F„ . Sl,_

(4.36)

'"**2

The index notation follows that given previously in Section 3.4.4.
4.4.1

Inviscid flux evaluation

The formulation of the inviscid fluxes is based on the upwind-biased MUSCL
scheme of van Leer (1985). This scheme, which was originally developed for the
compressible Euler equations, has been applied to a wide variety of problems by
various authors, including unsteady, incompressible flows (Pan and Chakravarthy,
1989).
The essential ideas behind van Leer's MUSCL scheme can be explained by con
sidering a one-dimensional, inviscid flux on the grid shown in Fig. 4.2. A discrete
flux (also called the numerical flux) is to be constructed at each cell face as part of a
finite volume formulation. It is assumed that the discrete solution at each main grid
point corresponds to a piecewise constant profile of U within each cell. This, in turn,
produces a discontinuous pair of fluid states at a given cell face. These states can be
associated with left and right hand sides of the cell face, and are denoted respectively
as

and U^.
Godunov (1959) showed that a unique flux could be constructed at each cell face

by solving the Reimann problem associated with the

and fluid

states. Once

these numerical fluxes were known, a simple time integration could then be used to
update the solution in each cell. Godunov's method employed an exact solution of
the Reimann problem to construct the numerical flux. Due to the effort involved
in computing this exact solution, later extensions of Godunov's approach employed
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i-1

Figure 4.2:

Illustration of flux evaluation for upwind-biased MUSCL scheme

approximate solutions to the Reimann problem. One of the most popular of these
approximate solutions was developed by Roe (1981), and is generally referred to as
Roe's scheme.
Roe's scheme is based on a local, linear wave decomposition of the inviscid flux
difference across a cell face. The numerical flux arising from Roe's scheme can be
expressed in the following manner. Let [A,] denote the Jacobian of the inviscid flux
vector Ff,

[A,] =

dFj

au

(4.37)

Also, let [Â,] denote the matrix [A,] evaluated at an average state Ù, where

Û = Û(U^,U«)

(4.38)

Roe's numerical flux F,' can then be written as

F, = 1 [F.(U«) + F.(U^) - [D.] (U^ - U^)]

(4.39)
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where

[D,| = [tl(|Â||[T|-'

(4.40)

In the above, [T] is a matrix whose columns are the right eigenvectors of [Â,], and [| A|]
is a diagonal matrix consisting of the absolute values of the eigenvalues of [A,]. For the
inviscid flux vector given by Eq. (4.32), the Jacobian matrix [A;] and its associated
eigenvalues and eigenvectors (and hence [|A|], [T], and [T]"^) can be derived in a
straightforward manner. A complete description of these matrices is provided in
Appendices B and C.
Roe (1981) proposed that Ù be chosen based on the following constraints;
• [À,] should have real eigenvalues and a linearly independent set of eigenvectors.
• If

• If

= U«, then

[Â,'] = [A,-]

(4.41)

F,(U^) - F.(U^) = [À.] (U^ - U^)

(4.42)

^ U«, then

For the Euler equations, it can be shown that a particular average state, known as
the Roe average, can be defined which satisfies the above constraints (Roe, 1981).
For the two-fluid system, the appropriate Roe average is obtained by computing U
as follows:
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P

pu
U=

pv

(4.43)

pw
p

P = XP

u=

(4.44)

(4.45)
l+X

V =

l+X

w

l+X

p = i (p^ + P«)

(4.46)

(4.47)

(4.48)

(4.49)
The assumption of a piecewise constant profile of U within each cell is equivalent
a first order upwind-biased interpolation. For example, at cell face i + 5

Ki = u

(4.50)
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U^i = U.+i

(4.51)

In order to achieve a spatial accuracy higher than first order, van Leer (1985) ob
served that one can simply replace the piecewise constant profiles with higher order
interpolations of U at the cell faces. The upwind-biased MUSCL scheme uses this
idea to compute the numerical flux in the following manner:
1. Define high order upwind and downwind profiles of U at a given cell face.
2. Interpolate (or extrapolate) to obtain

using the upwind profile and

using the downwind profile.
3. Compute the numerical flux using an approximate Reimann solver (e.g. Roe's
scheme).
A set of general interpolants developed by van Leer (1985) for uniform grids can
be defined for cell face i |as follows:

Uf+i = U + 1[(1-«)(U - U,_i) + {l + «)(U.+1 - U)]

(4.52)

= Ui+i — - [(1 — «)(U,+2 — U,+i) 4- (1 -H /c)(U,+i — U)]

(4.53)

The parameter k in Eqs. (4.52) and (4.53) defines the order and type of interpolant.
The some common schemes which result from specific choices of « are summarized
in Table 4.1.
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Table 4.1: Schemes resulting from selected values of k
K
-1
0
1
I
1

Scheme
second order upwind
Fromm's scheme
third order upwind
QUICK scheme
central difference

Order
2nd
2nd
3rd
3rd
2nd

In the present work, the van Leer formulas are replaced with the general upwindbiased interpolants described in Section 3.4.4.2. It can be easily shown that these
interpolants reduce to the corresponding van Leer formulas on a uniform grid.
An interesting interpretation of the numerical flux is observed when the van Leer
interpolants are substituted into Eq. (4.39). Doing this gives

F,' = 1 [F.(U«) + FI(U^)] - I[D.](l - «) (-U.+2 + 3U.+1 - 3U + U,_I) (4.54)
The first term is seen to be a simple flux average, while the second term has the form
of a discrete, third order dissipation operator. By summing fluxes of this form around
a given cell, the resulting formulation is equivalent to a central difference flux plus a
fourth order dissipation. Notice that the magnitude of the dissipation is controlled
by K and [Dj].
It is well known that higher order methods can give rise to spurious oscillations
in the solution near discontinuities (Hirsch, 1990). To control these oscillations, the
MUSCL scheme makes use of limiter functions. These functions essentially modify
the discrete differences of [/' in the interpolation functions such that solution remains
monotonie at discontinuities. For this reason, they are often called slope limiters.
Limiter functions can be incorporated into the van Leer formulas in the following
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manner (Hirsch, 1990):

f+Î

~

(*')" i

+") (*').'1 (%. - "')]
(4.55)

M,+i =

~4

~

M.+l (^<+2 ~

+ (! + «) Mi+i (^+1 ~
(4.56)

In the above, U' denotes the
and

component of the solution vector U, and

j. , are limiter functions which are defined as

where

The parameter e is a small number to prevent division by zero. Notice that specifying
0 = 1 yields the original interpolants (i.e. no limiting is applied).
The rnathematical properties of slope-limited MUSCL schemes can be developed
from the theory of total variation diminishing (TVD) schemes for one dimensional.
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linear conservation laws (Hirsch, 1990). From this analysis, it is found that many of
the standard TVD limiters are possible candidates for the limiter functions used in
Eqs. (4.55) and (4.56). Some typical limiter functions are given in Table 4.2.
Slope limiters can also be introduced into the upwind-biased interpolants of
Section 3.4.4.2 by defining slope-limited forms of the gradient parameter:

The modified interpolants can then be written

- \Ki {'• [2 («')•+}] +

[(''')" i - (®')t}]}
(4.64)

For systems of equations,

and

can also be constructed by interpolating an

another set of variables at the cell face (such as the primitive variables or characteristic
variables) and computing the corresponding conserved variables from the interpolated
variables. In the present case, it is advantageous to employ the primitive variables,
Q, where
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Table 4.2: Limiter functions applicable to the TVD MUSCL
scheme
Name
minmod
van Leer
compressive minmod"
superbee
MUSCL

Limiter Function
$(r) = max[0,min(l,r)]
$(r) = (r-H 1 r |)/(1 -f r)
4)(r) = max[0,min(l,wr)]
$(r) = max[0,min(2r, l),min(r,2)]
$(r) = max[0, min(2,2r, (1 + r)/2)]

"w = (3 — «)/(l — «)

P

u

Q=

V

(4.65)

w
p

The primary motivation for choosing the primitive variables is that it allows a highly
compressive limiter to be applied to the density to help minimize numerical diffusion
at the interface. Less compressive limiters (even no limiting) can be applied separately
to the velocity components and pressure. The conserved variables, on the other hand,
contain the momentum components pu, pv, and pw, which, because of the density,
would also require a compressive limiter.
The inviscid flux construction procedure for cell face i +|can now be summa
rized:
1. Compute

and

i using high order, slope-limited interpolation functions

(e.g. Eqs. 4.63 and 4.64).
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2. Compute Ù^i and Û^i from Q^i and

and the Roe averaging relations.

3. Construct the matrices [T], [|A|], and [T]~S and thereby construct [D,].
4. Compute the numerical flux from Eq. (4.39).
The one-dimensional inviscid flux formulas developed above can be employed in
two and three-dimensional formulations by simply using analogous formulas for each
coordinate direction. That is, the i index is simply replaced by the j and k indices
in order to obtain the numerical flux in the rj and ( directions, respectively. This
practice, however, assumes that information travels along waves which propagate in
directions normal to the cell faces. While this assumption is clearly violated if the
local velocity vectors are not oriented normal to a given cell face, good results have
nonetheless been observed in practice, especially for high order schemes (Roe, 1986).
4.4.2

Viscous flux evaluation

Because the viscous fluxes are diffusive, and hence have an elliptic character, it
is appropriate to use central difference discretizations in their construction. In the
present case, the viscous flux vector F„ is constructed directly at a given cell face.
For example, at cell face i

0

(4.66)

0
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The viscosity required in the above is computed by linearly interpolating from
neighbor main grid point values,

= 2 (/^ 4-

(4-67)

It should be noted that since the viscosity is uniform within each fluid, the numerical
value of

at a given point (i,7, fe) can be derived from knowledge of the density

distribution as follows. First, define a parameter a as

a=

(4,68)
Pi — P2

where pi and p2 are the densities of primary and secondary fluids, respectively. It
can be seen that a is one in the liquid and zero in the gas. Accordingly, the viscosity
can be computed from

(i = afii + (1 - a)ii2

(4.69)

where /j.i and //g are the dynamic viscosities of the primary and secondary fluids,
respectively.
The derivatives d V / d x , d V / d y , and d V j d z can be determined from Vu, Vv,
and Vw using

^ = (V« • î)î + (Vv • î)j + {Vw • î)k

(4.70)

^ = (Vu . j ) î + (Vt, • j ) j + (Vw. 3 ) k

(4.71)

Ox
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-^ = (V« • k)î + (Vu • k)j + {Vw • k)k
Thus, only Vu, Vu, and Vw and

(4.72)

are needed at the cell face in order to construct the

entire viscous flux vector. The gradients can be easily computed using the formulas
presented in Section 3.4.5.

4.5

Linearization

The final step of the discretization process is to linearize the m + 1 pseudo-time
level terms about pseudo-time level m. Doing this for each control volume yields
a block-banded system of linear equations which can be solved using the methods
discussed in the next chapter.
To begin, the total flux

is expanded in a Taylor series about m as follows:

(4.73)
where (!?[(Ar)^] denotes terms of order (Ar)^ and higher. Following Beam and Warm
ing (1976), the higher order terms are neglected and a discrete approximation for the
first derivative term is constructed. Before doing this, the flux approximation is split
into inviscid and viscous parts:

= FT+i + FT+'

(4.74)

(4,75)
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pm+i ^ pjn ^

Ar

(4.76)

The inviscid flux time derivative term in Eq. (4.75) is expanded using the chain
rule

m ' - m 'w
Using the numerical flux F, = F,(U^, U^) in this equation gives

m
The pseudo-time derivatives of

[dU^J

dr ' ^ [ d m j

and

dr

are now approximated with finite differ

ences:
dV^ ^ (U^)'"+i - (U^)"* _
dr
Ar
Ar

dr

Ar

Ar

(4.79)

(4.80)

Inserting these approximations into Eq. (4.78) yields

(îr-(ê)"??'(S)"^
It should be noted that both

and

can be expressed in terms of 6U at the

main grid points using the interpolation functions described in the previous section.
The Jacobians of the numerical flux dFi/dV^ and dFi/d\J^ can be derived
from the definition of Roe's numerical flux, Eq. (4.39). Following Barth (1987), the
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Jacobians are simplified by neglecting terms arising from the derivatives of [D,] with
respect to

and U^. The resulting simplified Jacobians can be written as

^

i [lAi(Û)H-1D,1] = (At]

(4.82)

^ « 5 [[A,(U«)1 - ID,]] = [AT]

(4.83)

Substituting the simplified Jacobians in Eq. (4.78) gives

+ [A,~]<yU^]

(4.84)

Thus, the linearized inviscid flux becomes

j,m+i

+ [At]gU^ + [A-]6U^

(4.85)

For compactness, a flux difference ^Fj is defined by

6F,. = [At]6U^ + [Ar]5U«

(4.86)

so that Eq. (4.85) can be written

pm+l « pm ^

(4.87)

The linearization of the viscous can be carried out in a similar fashion, yielding
an expression similar to Eq. (4.87) above:

(4.88)
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However, the Jacobian matrices which arise in

will be relatively complex if derived

in full. As a result, it is common to either employ a simplified form of

(see, for

example, Rogers, Kwak, and Kiris, 1989) or to neglect it altogether. In the present
work, the following simplified form of

(derived in Appendix D) can be employed

at cell face î' + 5:

6F, = [D,] (m,.+i-6U)

(4.89)

This expression neglects non-orthogonal terms in the gradients, and therefore can be
expected to be a poor approximation on highly skewed, non-orthogonal grids.
The linearization of the body force term is reasonably straightforward, the result
being represented as

gm+i % gm

[G]6U

(4.90)

where

IG].^

(4.91)

A form of the matrix [G] applicable to the present work is derived in Appendix E.
The foregoing linearizations can now be introduced into Eq. (4.25), giving

^ ([I) -|In])«U+
+[1,1 [É (F •

(6U + u- - U») + M [e (6F, - «F.), - |Q]n
- BSl]" + ([I] - [I,]) [ê (F • s), - BJÎ

61J

=0
(4.92)
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To facilitate the development of the solution algorithm, all terms not associated with
6U are placed on the right hand side of Eq. (4.92). The final form of the discretized
equation can then be written as

= -R

SL ([I|+[H])«U + |/,1
At
./=:1

(4.93)

where

r6

I
.f =l

R = ^[iol(U"'-u")+N

U=1

(4.94)

[H| = (^ - l) [loi - ArWIG]-»

(4.95)

Notice that setting R equal to zero yields a second order accurate discretization of
Eq. (4.25) in both space and time for 0 =

Therefore, as long as the solution

converges in pseudo-time (i.e. 6U —> 0), the computed solution is unaffected by the
approximations made on the left hand side.
Applying Eq. (4.93) to all control volumes and introducing appropriate expres
sions for ^F,- and

yields a block system of algebraic equations for the unknowns

6U. The solution at the next time level is obtained by marching the solution in
pseudo-time until a steady state condition is achieved. In order to promote the sta
bility of the pseudo-time marching process, it is desirable to enhance the diagonal
dominance of the system of equations. One way of doing this in the present case is to
add pseudo-time derivative terms to the mass and momentum equations. Note that
this does not affect the computed solution since all pseudo-time derivatives should
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approach zero in the limit as m —> oo. Adding pseudo-time derivatives to Eq. (4.93)
results in the following modified form of the [H] matrix:

AT

[H] = ^[lol - Ar[I,](GJ

(4,96)

Another method for enhancing diagonal dominance is to employ a local pseudotime step for each cell. An expression for the local pseudo-time step can be derived
using the maximum eigenvalue (or spectral radius) of the flux Jacobian (Hirsch,
1990). Denoting the spectral radii associated with the three computational coordinate
directions as

and <%(, the local pseudo-time step can be determined from

Ar = CPlmin(i^,|)

(4.97)

where CFL is a constant on the order of one. For the flow problems considered in
the present work, it was found sufficient to use the spectral radii of the inviscid flux
Jacobians alone (see Appendix C).
4.6

Boundary Conditions

Boundary conditions are incorporated into the numerical formulation by express
ing 6U at boundary grid points in terms of both user-prescribed boundary data and
the solution at interiors grid points. For example, at the constant ^ boundary i = 1,
a boundary equation equation can be written as

m = [Ct,l«Ui+, +
where [C^J, [C^g], and

+ cL

(4.98)

are boundary coefficients. If this equation is substituted
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into Eq. (4.92) for grid point i = 2 (with 6Fi and 6F„ expressed in terms of 6U),
then all references to the solution at i = 1 are eliminated. Applying this technique
to all boundary points produces a block system of equations for unknowns defined
for 2 = 2 to imax — 1, j = 2 to jmax — 1, and k = 2 to kmax — 1.
In order to derive the particular boundary coefficients for use in the present
formulation, the boundary conditions defined in Section 2.6 must first be cast in
terms of the solution vector U. The resulting expressions may then be linearized to
obtain equations of the form given by Eq. (4.98). To illustrate this procedure, the
boundary equations for the boundary surface i = \ are derived below. Note that
(7^,

... denote the components of the solution vector U.

• No Slip
The no slip condition implies that

u^ = u^ = u* = o

(4.99)

Linearizing Eq. (4.99) about time level m + 1 gives

(4.100)

(4.101)

(4.102)
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If Eq. (4.99) is imposed in the initial conditions, then the above relations reduce
to

=0

(4.103)
(4.104)

=0

(4.105)

• Pressure
From Section 2.6, the simplified boundary condition for pressure is given by

•— % pBji

(4.106)

where, in this case, n denotes the normal direction with respect to the constant
^ boundary surface at ê = 1. It will be assumed here that the grid is locally
orthogonal at the wall, so that dp/dn can be expressed as

^=|V«||

(4.10T)

Using the first order approximations

(4.108)

|V^|

In+i - M
^i+l - (

(4.109)
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n

r,+i - r
|n+i - ^

(4.110)

the discrete boundary equation for pressure can be written as

Pi+i - p = pB' (fi+i - f)

(4.111)

Dividing Eq. (4.110) by /3 and linearizing yields

SU'

=

(m+i - 0

+

(4.112)

Note that the body force term p B is evaluated at the wall.
• Density
The boundary value of density is derived from a simple zeroth order extrapo
lation:

u' = c/iVi

(4.113)

Linearizing about time level m -f 1 gives

(4.114)
Rearranging this equation yields

(4.115)
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4.7

Nondimensional Equations

Using the nondimensionalization procedure outlined in Section 2.8, the discretized system of equations may now be cast into the following form:

n*
AT'

(|Il + [H))<U + [/,l

R = |^liol(U"'-u")+N

Z (<Fi - (P.),

= -R

(4.116)

./=1

+(li| - N)

.f=l

J=1

(4.117)

[H| =

- l) [lol - Ar-1I,][G|'

(4.118)

U, F, and B are now defined as

U=

pV

(4.119)

p'w*

F = F, - F„

(4.120)
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p*V*
p*V*u* + ^*PÎ
p*V'v^ +13* P3

(4.121)

p*V*w'' + l3*Pk
V*
0

£iw+V"-)

(4.122)

0

B:
B=

B;
B:

(4.123)
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5.

5.1

SOLUTION ALGORITHM

Implicit Time Marching Algorithm

Writing Eq. (4.93) for all control volumes and incorporating boundary equations
of the form given by Eq. (4.98) yields a large system of linear, algebraic equations.
This system can be written symbolically as

["M]{5U} = -{R}

(5.1)

where [ M ] in an Ncv x Ncv block-banded matrix, and {6U} and {R} are vectors of
length Ncv
The basic solution algorithm consists of solving Eq. (5.1) for {6U}, updating the
current solution, and repeating this iterative process until a steady state solution in
pseudo-time is obtained. This steady state solution then becomes the solution at the
next physical time level,

This approach is very similar to a Newton-iteration

algorithm with the pseudo-time acting as a relaxation mechanism. Algorithms of this
type have been explored by various authors, including Merkle and Athavale (1987),
Rogers, Kwak, and Kiris (1989), and Pan and Chakravarthy (1989).
A more detailed definition of the basic implicit time marching algorithm can be
written as follows:
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prescribe initial data, U'".
do n = 1 to nmax
prescribe physical time step. At.
set {U"} = {U"»}.
do m = 1 to mmax
compute pseudo-time step.

AT.

compute {R}.
compute { M } .
solve Eq. (5.1) for {fU}.
update solution: {U*"} = {U*"} + {ÔU"*}.
if solution has converged, then exit do loop.
end do
end do
It is clear that the efficiency of this algorithm depends on two factors: the computa
tional effort required to solve Eq. (5.1), and the convergence rate of the pseudo-time
marching process. Unfortunately, a solution algorithm which is computationally in
expensive tends to converge poorly, while an algorithm which converges rapidly tends
to be computationally expensive. An optimal approach will therefore involve some
compromise between the competing goals of minimal computational effort and rapid
convergence.
Another issue which is directly related to algorithm performance is the conver
gence criteria used in the psuedo-time marching loop. Ideally, one would like to drive
the residual vector {R} to machine zero at each physical time step. This goal, how
ever, can only rarely be achieved in practice, since it would require a large number of
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subiterations. A more practical requirement is to halt the subiterations when some
measure of the residual is smaller than a prescribed tolerance. In the present work,
the L2 norm of the components of the residual are used for this purpose:

71' =

\

157-EW
Ncv

((=1,2,3,4,5)

(5.2)

The pseudo-time marching solution is deemed to-be converged when TZ' < ej. for all
/, where e' is the convergence tolerance.

5.2

Solution Methods for Block-Banded Systems

Most methods for solving block-banded systems of equations can be divided into
two categories: unfactored schemes, and approximately factored schemes. Unfactored
schemes attempt to solve Eq. (5.1) as it stands, and usually employ a block version
of a standard iterative method for linear equations. Some examples of unfactored
schemes include the line Gauss-Seidel relaxation method (LGS), the conjugate gradi
ent method (CG), and the strongly implicit method (SIP). Approximately factored
schemes, on the other hand, approximate [M] as the product of two or more fac
tors which are relatively easy to invert. Some examples of factored schemes include
the Beam-Warming alternating direction implicit scheme (ADI) and the LU factored
scheme (LU).
Approximately factored schemes are typically faster (per iteration) and have
lower memory requirements than unfactored schemes. However, the error introduced
by the approximate factorization of \M\ limits the effective time step which can be
taken and hence reduces the convergence rate. Consequently, the total computational
effort required to obtain a converged solution may be comparable for both approaches.
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In fact, evidence from the literature suggests that some unfactored schemes can be
significantly more efficient than factored schemes for many problems.
The choice of which methods to use in the present work was determined after de
veloping computer programs based on several approximately factored and unfactored
schemes, and evaluating their performance on a standard model problem (threedimensional, incompressible flow in a driven, cubic cavity). The discretization used
in these programs was based on a finite volume version of the unsteady, pseudocompressible algorithm of Rogers, Kwak, and Kiris (1989). The solution methods
evaluated included the LGS, ADI, and LU schemes.
From these numerical tests, it was found that while all three methods could
be used successfully to compute three-dimensional, unsteady flows, the LU scheme
required the least total computational effort and possessed lower computer memory
requirements as compared to the LGS and ADI schemes. In addition, Yoon, Kwak,
and Chang (1989) have shown that the LU scheme can be completely vectorized,
making it a good choice for use on supercomputers. Baaed on these results, the LU
scheme waa adopted as the baseline solver for the surface capturing algorithm. The
particular form of the LU scheme used in the present work will be described in Section
5.4.
For geometries with periodic (or reentrant) boundaries, such as a three- cylin
drical or spherical tank, a modified version of the LU algorithm can be devised which
properly handles the additional coefficients which arise due to periodic boundaries
(Buratynski and Caughey, 1986). Unfortunately, the modified algorithm is signifi
cantly more complex and requires about twice the computational effort as compared
to the non-periodic LU scheme. Upon further study, it was determined that an LGS
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scheme could be implemented much more easily for the periodic geometries considered
in the present work with only a modest increase in computational effort relative to
the periodic LU scheme. In particular, a periodic tridiagonal solver could be applied
in the coordinate direction containing the periodic boundary, while a non-periodic
tridiagonal solver could be applied in the other two coordinate directions. Additional
details of this LGS scheme are provided in Section 5.5.

5.3

Final Form of the Discretized Equations

From the definition of the inviscid numerical flux (Eq. 4.38), it is seen that the
use of a high order interpolant for

and

results in a large bandwidth matrix

operator. To reduce this bandwidth, it is common to employ first order upwind
interpolation for the left hand side operator. Thus, the linearized inviscid flux terms
use the following:

=u

U," j = u,+.

(5.3)

(5.4)

(5.5)

<U« 1 = «Ui+i
^2

(5.6)

(5.7)
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[Arlf+i = 5 ([A,(U,„)1 - 1D|),^,

(5.8)

Notice that the first order upwind assumption is equivalent to neglecting the second
term in the high order interpolation functions (Eqs. 4.63 and 4.64).
Using this simplification of the left hand side operator, Eq. (4.92) can now be
written

A ([I] + [H1) « U + [M {[([A+] +

- ([A,-] - (D.I). , +
+ ([Arl -

- ([A,-] - [D.))._J + ((At] + 1D„1)

(lAtl +

- ((AM - (D„))^_J S U

- ([At] + [D.])«Ui_, + ([AT] - [D,])

- ((A+l + ( D J ) « U , . , + ( ( A r l -

< U „ i - ( [ A t | + (D„|)^_^
= -R

(5.9)

By introducing boundary equations of the form given by Eq, (4.98), the discrete,
linearized system can be cast into the following form:

^ ([I] + [H])5U + [Cp]6V + [ C£;]5U.+x + [Cw]SlJi.x + [Ca ,]5Uj+i
4-[Cg]6Uj_i + [CF]SVk+i + [Cfl]5Ufc_i = -R'
(5.10)
The coefficient matrices and modified right hand side vector are defined in detail in
Appendix F.
It can be seen that equations of the form given by Eq. (5.10) provide for a fully
implicit treatment of boundary conditions. Therefore, once the boundary equations
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coefficients have been specified, a block system of equations is completely defined for
all interior main grid points.

5.4

The LU Scheme

The LU scheme was originally proposed by Jameson and Turkel (1981) as a
means of constructing well-conditioned factorizations of implicit schemes for hyper
bolic equations. It has since been applied to the solution of the Euler equations by
Burakynski and Caughey (1986), Jameson and Yoon (1987), and Yakota and Caughey
(1988), and to the solution of the Navier-Stokes equations by Pan and Lomax (1988)
and Yakota (1990), among others.
The LU scheme approximately factors the block-banded matrix operator [M]
into the product of a lower diagonal operator [£] and an upper diagonal operator [W].
Neglecting the second order factorization error, the modified system can be written
as

[C][U]{SV} = - { R }

(5.11)

The solution of Eq. (5.11) is both simple and efficient. Defining

{6U"} = [W]{^U}

(5.12)

a forward sweep is performed to solve

[C]{6Vn = -{R}
for {(5U**}. This is followed by a backsweep to solve

(5.13)
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M{6U} = {m"}

(5.14)

for {6U}. Since Eqs. (5.13) and (5.14) are triangular, the sweeps require only simple
inversions of matrices.
A variant of the LU scheme, called the LU-SGS scheme, combines the advantages
of the LU scheme with the robustness of a symmetric Gauss-Seidel (SGS) relaxation
procedure. It was originally developed by Jameson and Yoon (1988) for the Euler
and Navier-Stokes equations. It has since been applied to a variety of compressible
and incompressible flow problems (Yoon, Kwak, and Chang, 1989; Yoon and Kwak,
1991).
The LU-SGS scheme can be derived by first writing the system of equations as

p]{6U} -t- [£]{^U} 4- M{6U} = -{R}
where

[M]

has been split into three operators

[ M \ = [V] + [C] + [U]

Here,

[D\

(5.15)

(5.16)

contains the diagonal terms, and [£] and [W] contain the off-diagonal lower

and upper triangular terms, respectively. Eq. (5.15) can be solved using the twosweep, SGS relaxation scheme,

[2)]{6UP+i} +

[D]{6up+'} -t-

+ [W]{5UP} = -{R}

(5.17)

+ [w]{^up+^} = -{R}

(5.18)
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where the superscript p is the iteration index. By rearranging terms, the above can
be written as

(M

+ [C])

= -{R}

_ ^{60"}

= -{R} -

{[D] + [H])

(5.19)

(5.20)

Letting p = 0 and 6U° = 0, then from Eq. (5.19)

= -{R} - [W]{«U''}

(5.21)

Substituting this relation into Eq. (5.20) yields

(M + M)m''4} = _{R}

(5.22)

([D] + [U]) {6UP+'} = [%)]{6UP+i}

(5.23)

If only a single iteration is taken, then the above becomes the LU-SGS, which can be
written as

([D1 + [£|){<U"} = -{R}

m

+

m («U)

=

[D]{SV")

(5.24)

(5.25)

From the preceding derivation, it can be seen that the LU-SGS scheme is equivalent to
a single iteration of a SGS relaxation scheme with the solution vector {6U} initialized
to zero.
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For equations of the form given by Eq. (5.10), the

[V],

[£], and [W] operators

can be defined in terms of the following point matrices:

[D] = ^WlCp]

[L] =

(5.26)

((C,v)ft-i + [Cslfi-. + 1CB1&-I)

(5.27)

(U) = ^(1,1 ([Cslftt, + [C«l£i+. + (CF|&+.)

(5.28)

Here, 5,±i, Sj±i, and £k±i denote shift operators (e.g. €i+i6U = ^U,+i). Using these
matrices, the LU-SGS algorithm can be implemented as follows:
1. Forward Sweep
do k = 2 to kmax — 1

do j = 2 to jmax — 1
do i = 2 to imax — 1

= -[D]-i ({R} + [L]6U")
end do
end do
end do

2. Backward Sweep
do k = kmax — 1 to 2
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do j = jmax — 1 to 2
do i = imax — 1 to 2

m = 6U*'-[D]-^[U]6U
end do
end do
end do

5.5

The LGS Scheme

The LGS scheme solves Eq. (5.1) by forming a block tridiagonal system of equa
tions along a particular coordinate line and solving this system for a tentative so
lution. This operation is repeated for all coordinate lines using successive forward
or backward sweeps for each coordinate direction. The solution of block tridiago
nal equations is carried out in the present work using the periodic and non-periodic
FORTRAN subroutines provided in Anderson, Tannehill, and Fletcher (1984).
For a given coordinate line, the coefficients for the tridiagonal system are formed
by retaining only those coefficients which lie along the coordinate line and placing
all remaining terms on the right hand side. The right hand side terms are evaluated
using the latest values of 6U. As an example, consider solving Eq. (5.9) along the ^
coordinate direction. The coefficients of the tridiagonal system can be written as

[A]6U,._.4-[B]mt[C]6U,.+i = D

where

(5.29)
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[A] = [Cpy]

(5.30)

[B] = [I] + [H] + [Cp]

(5.31)

[C] = [Cg]

(5.32)

D = R' - ([Cyv]<!>U,+i + [Cs]5U,-i + [CH^Ufc+i + [CB]/)Ufc-i)

(5.33)

In this case, the coefficients are defined for 2 < * < imax — 1. Equations for the other
coordinate directions are analogous.
For completeness, a full specification of LGS algorithm is given below. Note
that this algorithm assumes a single periodic boundary in the ^ direction at i = 1
and i = imax. In addition, only a single forward sweep is taken in each direction,
although multiple forward/backward sweeps can be implemented if desired.
1. ^ Sweep
do k = 2 to kmax — 1
do j = 2 to jmax — 1
do i = 2 to imax — 1
Construct coefficients [A], [B], [C], D
end do
Solve periodic tridiagonal system for 6U.
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end do
end do

2. 7/ Sweep

do

i= 2

to

imax —

do fc = 2 to

1

kmax —

do i = 2 to

1

jmax

—1

Construct coefficients [A], [B], [C], D
end do
Solve non-periodic tridiagonal system for 6U.
end do
end do

3. ( Sweep

do i = 2 to

imax — 1

do j = 2 to

jmax

do 6 = 2 to

— 1

kmax

—1

Construct coefficients [A], [B], [C], D
end do
Solve non-periodic tridiagonal system for 6U.
end do
end do
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6.

6.1

RESULTS

Introduction

In order to assess the accuracy, efficiency, and robustness of the surface cap
turing approach, extensive calculations were carried out for several two and threedimensional validation problems. Results for the following four validation problems
are presented in this chapter:
• The two-dimensional broken dam problem.
• The two-dimensional Rayleigh-Taylor instability problem.
• The three-dimensional broken dam problem.
• Axisymmetric spin-up in a spherical tank.
Separate computer programs were written to compute the two-dimensional and
three-dimensional problems. These programs were given the names TFL2D and TFL3D,
respectively. The faster turn around time for TFL2D reduced the effort involved
in debugging various aspects of the methodology, and allowed extensive parametric
studies to be carried out on the available computing facilities. The knowledge gained
in the two-dimensional investigations was later employed in TFL3D.
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Although the general single step, trapezoidal formulation presented in Chapter 4
was coded in both flow solvers, all calculations were performed using the CrankNicolson scheme (0 = |) in order to provide second order accuracy in time. In
addition, exploratory calculations revealed that while the use of pseudo-time terms
in the mass and momentum equations did promote the stability of the scheme for
a given physical time step, it also tended to slow down the convergence of the subiteration process. Consequently, all calculations were performed without the pseudotime terms in the mass and momentum equations. The faster convergence afforded by
this arrangement appeared to compensate for the smaller physical time step required
for stability.
Both TFL2D and TFL3D were written in the FORTRAN 77 programming lan
guage, and were designed to be compiled and run on UNIX-based workstations. All
calculations were performed on an HP 9000/730 workstation with 32 MB of RAM
running the HP-UX 8.07 operating system. While a few calculations were also made
on the NASA NAS Cray supercomputers, it was found that the turnaround times for
the problems considered were not significantly better than those for the workstation.
Moreover, the workstation environment allowed much more control to be exercised
over the compilation and execution of the computer programs. The performance
of the computer programs on supercomputers could have been greatly enhanced by
modifying specific subroutines to take advantage of vectorization. Although such
optimizations were not pursued in the present work, they would clearly be desirable
for production-level three-dimensional calculations, which would likely consume large
amounts of computer CPU time and storage.
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Fig. 6.1 illustrates the basic input/output design that was employed in the TFL2D
and TFL3D programs. As shown in this figure, the grid and initial flowfield files
required by the flow solvers were created by two auxiliary computer programs. Both
grid point and flowfield data files were saved in a format compatible with the PL0T3D
CFD postprocessing program (Walatka et al., 1990). The flow solver also required a
user-supplied input file which contained input and output file names, reference data,
and solution control parameters. The output from the flow solvers included both
PL0T3D-compatible flowfield solution files and other data files containing solution-

derived data (e.g. velocity, pressure, or density profiles). The flowfield solution files
could also be used to restart the flow solver, if necessary.
In interpreting the solutions obtained using the surface capturing approach, it
was important to unambiguously define the location of the free surface based on the
density distribution within the computational domain. Unlike surface fitting meth
ods, the location of the free surface can only be approximated within the resolution
provided by the grid. In the present work, the position of the free surface was de
fined as the surface of constant density for which p{x,y,z) =

-f- P2) = pm- All

free surface plots presented in the sections below were created using ten evely-spaced
contour levels between 0.9/t)m and 1.1/Jm6.2

The Two-dimensional Broken Dam Problem

The sudden collapse of a rectangular column of fluid onto a horizontal surface
is a classic problem in free surface hydrodynamics (Stoker, 1958). Due to its use
in modeling the sudden failure of a dam, it has become known as the broken dam
problem. The relatively simple geometry and initial conditions associated with the
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Grid Generator Program
Grid
FUe

User Input
FUe

Flow Solver (TFL2D, TFL3D)

Flow
Solution FUe

Initial Flow
File
Flow Initialization Program

Figure 6.1: Schematic of computer program design

Ill

broken dam problem has made it a popular validation case for various surface tracking
and surface capturing schemes. Some examples of such calculations can be found in
Hirt and Nichols (1981), Maxwell and Spalding (1987), and Jun and Spalding (1987).
The specific geometry employed in the present work is illustrated in Fig. 6.2. A
square water column a units wide is enclosed within an air-filled container 5a units
long by 1.25a units high. The water is initially retained by a thin partition (the
dam) on the right hand side of the column. At time t = 0+, the partition is removed,
thereby allowing the water to collapse under the influence of gravity.
The specific configuration shown in Fig. 6.2 was chosen in order to approximate
the collapsing water column experiments of Martin and Moyce (1952). For their
experiments, Martin and Moyce constructed a 0.05715 m wide Perspex channel with
a 0.05715 m x 0.05715 m x 0.127 m fluid reservoir at one end. A water column was
held initially in the reservoir by a thin waxed paper diaphragm affixed to a metal
heater strip. The collapse of the water column was initiated by applying a large
electrical current to the heater strip, which, in turn, caused the diaphragm to detach.
A high speed camera was then used to photograph the subsequent fluid motion at
selected time intervals. From these photographs, Martin and Moyce were able to
tabulate the surge front position z, and the column height j/, as functions of time.
Aside from the use of a two-dimensional model, the present geometry differs from
the Martin and Moyce experiments in that the container in Fig. 6.2 is closed, whereas
the channel used in the Martin and Moyce experiments was open to the atmosphere.
However, since the density of water is much larger than the density of air, the use of
a closed container should not have a significant effect on the motion of the water.
The initial conditions for the calculations were prescribed as follows. The density
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g«
t = 0+
t>0+

air
P2»^2

Figure 6.2: Illustration of the two-dimensional broken dam problem
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field was initialized with values appropriate for each fluid as shown in Fig. 6.2, the
velocity components were set to zero everywhere, and the pressure distribution was
arbitrarily defined to be hydrostatic relative to the top surface of the liquid. It should
be noted that since this problem involves an instantaneous change in the initial state
of the two fluids (when the partition is removed), the true initial conditions at time
< = 0+ will be different from those given above. The reason for this is that the
hydrostatic pressure distributions along the each side of the partition must equilibrate
at time < = 0+, which, in turn, induces a non-zero velocity field. This condition
appears to develop naturally at the first time step of the numerical algorithm, and
the calculations to date have not been adversely affected by the use of the simpler
initial conditions.
A total of ten cases were computed for the present study. The key parameters
associated with these cases are summarized in Table 6.1. Reference quantities for
nondimensionalization were selected as follows: Lr = a, Vy — y/g^, Pr = Pi, and
P'T — P'l-

For the case of a square column of water, Martin and Moyce obtained data at two
different length scales: a = 0.05715 m and a = 0.1143 m. With the reference quan
tities defined above, the corresponding Reynolds numbers were 42792 and 121033.
Both cases were examined in this study.
After extensive exploratory calculations, a baseline case (case 1 in Table 6.1)
was established using a uniform grid of 80 x 20 control volumes and a length scale of
a = 0.05715 m. These baseline results were then used as a reference for other cases.
All calculations were allowed to proceed until the surge front reached the forward
wall of the container (at a nondimensional time of approximately t* = 3).
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Table 6.1: Case summary for the two-dimensional broken dam problem
Pi
P2
t^i
(kg/m^) {kglm^) {N — s/m^)
1000
1.21
1 X 10-

Fr We

^2

{N — sfm^) (m/s2)
1.81 X 10-s
9.81

(iV/m2)

5 X 10^

1

oo

Case
Grid
At*
Limiter ( p )
Re
Interpolant
80 X 20
comp. minmod 42792
1
0.002
QUICK
120 X 30 0.00133
comp. minmod 42792
2
QUICK
3
160 X 40 0.001
comp. minmod 42792
QUICK
4
80 X 20
0.001
QUICK
comp. minmod 42792
5
80 X 20
0.002
comp. minmod 121033
QUICK
6
80 X 20
0.002
P' order upwind
N/A
42792
80 X 20
7
0.002 2"'' order upwind comp. minmod 42792
80 X 20
8
0.002
QUICK
minmod
42792
80 X 20
van Leer
9
0.002
QUICK
42792
10
80 X 20
0.002
superbee
QUICK
42792
To establish the grid independence of the solutions relative to the baseline case,
calculations were made using uniform grids of 120 x 30 and 160 x 40 control volumes
(cases 2 and 3). The time step was reduced in both cases to maintain a constant ref
erence CFL number {VrAt/Ax). A separate case was also computed to demonstrate
the effect of reducing the time step on the baseline grid (case 4).
The computed surge front and column height positions (nondimensionalized with
respect to a) for cases 1 - 4 are plotted with respect to the nondimensional time in
Figs. 6.3 and 6.4. The data of Martin and Moyce (1952) are also plotted for com
parison. From these plots, it can be seen that the baseline results are essentially grid
independent. In addition, the numerical solutions compare well with experimental
data, considering the uncertainties inherent in the experimental data and the ap
proximations employed in the numerical model. However, the computed surge front
position does appear to diverge somewhat from the experimental data towards the
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end of the transient.
To examine the effect of Reynolds number, a separate high Reynolds number
calculation was performed on the baseline grid using a = 0.1143 m (case 5). A
comparison of these results with both the baseline case and the a = 0.1143 m data
of Martin and Moyce (1952) is shown in Figs. 6.5 and 6.6 (note that the Martin
and Moyce data in Fig. 6.6 are for a = 0.05715 m since measurements for this
Reynolds number were not reported). The close agreement of the two numerical
solutions suggests that increasing the Reynolds number relative to the baseline case
does not significantly affect the free surface motion. Moreover, the high Reynold
number results appear to agree more closely with the data of Martin and Moyce. It
is not clear whether or not this indicates that the primary source of the discrepancy
observed at the lower Reynolds number is due to uncertainties in the experimental
data, or, perhaps, to some other effect not accounted for by the two-dimensional
model.
The free surface and velocity fields for the 160 x 40 control volume grid (case
3) are plotted at selected times in Figs. 6.7 and 6.8. Initially, the large difference
between the hydrostatic pressure distribution in the water relative to the adjacent
air creates a large horizontal pressure gradient at the bottom of the dam. This^in
turn, accelerates the fluid along the bottom of the container. Eventually, an elongated
fluid layer develops as the surge front sweeps toward the front of the container. An
interesting feature of this flowfield is the vortex which forms in the vicinity of the
free surface. This vortex appears to be induced by the motion of the water relative
to the air.
For comparison, a series of photographs from the Martin and Moyce experi-
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Figure 6.3: Surge front position versus time for a = 0.05715 m
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Figure 6.4: Column height versus time for a = 0.05715 m
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Figure 6.5: Surge front position versus time for a = 0.1143 m
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merits are reproduced in Fig. 6.9. It can be seen that the free surface profiles in
these photographs are quite similar to those predicted numerically. Unfortunately,
a direct comparison of the free surface shapes could not be made because the times
corresponding to each photograph were not indicated.
The effect of various upwind-biased interpolation schemes and the density limiter
functions on the numerical solution were examined in cases 6 - 10. Comparisons of
solution quality were made using the sharpness of the density profile at the water-air
interface as a figure of merit. Experience with the surface capturing method has
shown that it is important to prevent excessive diffusion of the density interface in
order to maintain the accuracy of the solution for long time periods.
Since the velocity field is continuous for viscous flows, no limiters were applied to
the interpolation of the velocity components. While pressure field itself is also contin
uous, there will be a jump in the pressure gradient across the free surface. To prevent
any undesirable behavior, a simple minmod limiter was used in the interpolation of
the pressure.
In Fig. 6.10, the density profiles along the bottom wall of the container at time
t* = 1.5 are plotted for solutions using first order upwind, second order upwind,
and QUICK interpolants for all variables (see Section 3.4.4.2). Both the second
order upwind and QUICK cases used a compressive minmod limiter for density (no
limiting is necessary for the first order upwind interpolant). As expected, first order
upwind interpolation produced a highly smeared density profile, whereas the higher
order interpolants yielded substantially sharper profiles. Overall, the QUICK profile
was the best of the three.
The impact of the limiter function on the density profile is shown in Fig. 6.11.
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TIME = 0.0

TIME = 0.6

TIME =1.2

Figure 6.7: Free surface motion for two-dimensional broken dam problem
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TIME = 3.0

Fig. 6.7: (Continued)
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Figure 6.8: Velocity field for two-dimensional broken dam problem
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Fig. 6.8: (Continued)
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Figure 6.9: Photographs of broken dam experiment (from Martin and Moyce, 1952)
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Figure 6.11: Comparison of density profiles for various limiters
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Again, the density profiles along the bottom wall of the container at time t* = 1.5
are plotted. It can be seen that the minmod limiter is the most diffusive and the
superbee limiter the least. While these results would seem to favor the use of the
superbee limiter, experience has shown that calculations using the superbee limiter
are not as robust as those for the other limiters. This behavior is consistent with
results reported in the literature for explicit and implicit TVD MUSCL schemes
(Yee, 1989). Fortunately, the compressive minmod limiter produced profiles which
were comparable to the superbee limiter without the attendant robustness problems.
Based on the foregoing results, all subsequent two and three-dimensional cal
culations were performed using the QUICK interpolants for all variables, and the
compressive minmod limiter for density. While this combination has proven ade
quate for the calculations performed to date, additional study would be required
to determine if other combinations of interpolants and limiters (including some not
listed here) would be superior to these.
For all of the broken dam cases, the conservation of total mass was monitored
by summing the fluid mass (pQ) within each control volume over the entire compu
tational domain. In every case, the change in total mass over the duration of the
transient was less than 0.01%. Similar levels of mass conservation were maintained
in all subsequent two and three-dimensional calculations.
Finally, an important link between the nondimensional pseudo-compressibility
parameter /3* and the computed density field was revealed in the broken dam calcu
lations. Specifically, it was found that if /3* was set to one, as is common in most
incompressible calculations using the artificial compressibility method (see, for ex
ample, Rogers, Kwak, and Kiris, 1989), large, unphysical oscillations in the density
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were created near the free surface. An analysis of a simple one-dimensional analog
of the two-fluid equations confirmed this connection. Numerical experiments showed
that this problem could be effectively suppressed by prescribing a larger value of
(generally on the order of 10^ - 10^). However, making /3* too large tended to result
in divergence of the pseudo-time marching process. It was concluded that an "opti
mal" value of

can be prescribed which provides sufficient suppression of density

oscillations without significantly affecting the convergence properties of the numeri
cal algorithm. To date, an appropriate value of 13* for a particular problem has been
determined through trial and error.

6.3

The Two-dimensional Rayleigh-Taylor Instability

When a horizontal layer of heavy fluid overlies a layer of light fluid in the presence
of a vertical gravitational field, the interface between the two fluids is unstable. If the
interface is perturbed, buoyancy forces will cause the amplitude of the perturbation
to grow with time. This phenomenon is known as the Rayleigh-Taylor instability.
The original problem, as formulated by Rayleigh (1900) and Taylor (1950), was
concerned with a linear perturbation analysis for the case of two inviscid, incompress
ible fluid layers. The validity of the linear solutions at early times in the transient was
later confirmed by the experiments of Lewis (1950). Other investigators extended the
linear analysis to include the effects of viscosity and surface tension (Chandrasekhar,
1961). More recently, CFD methods have been used to obtain numerical solutions
to the full, nonlinear problem. Some noteworthy examples of such calculations can
be found in the works of Daly (1967), Hirt, Cook, and Butler (1970), Youngs (1984),
Tryggvason (1988), and Mulder, Osher, and Sethian (1992).
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The present work considers the Rayleigh-Taylor instability for two viscous, in
compressible fluid layers with a prescribed density ratio {p\lP2) of two and a uniform
kinematic viscosity {ui = 1/2). As illustrated in Fig. 6.12, the fluids are confined
within a periodic domain of width

2L

and height

H

which is bounded above and

below by impermeable walls. The flowfield is assumed to be symmetric about x = 0.
A single wavelength perturbation is introduced at the fluid interface using the
following nondimensional initial velocity field, which was adapted from the work of
Daly (1967):

I asin(Ta:*)exp(-7r|t/*|)
u = <
I —asin(7ra;*)exp(-7r|j/*|)
V* = a cos (ttx*) exp (—7r|y*|)

y'> 0

(6.1 j

y* < 0

(6.2)

(6.3)
Here, A is a perturbation amplitude, and Ay* is a representative mesh increment in
the vertical direction. This velocity field corresponds to a sinusoidal perturbation of
wavelength

2L.

To complete the specification of the initial conditions, the density

field was prescribed éis shown in Fig. 6.12, while the initial pressure was set to a
hydrostatic distribution.
Four cases were run initially to obtain solutions for Reynolds numbers of 28.3 and
283 on uniform grids of 30 x 90. and 40

X

120 control volumes. The key parameters

for these four cases are presented in Table 6.2. All calculations were carried out for
4800 time steps, with AC = 0.001. Reference quantities for nondimensionalization
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Figure 6.12: Illustration of the Rayleigh-Taylor instability problem
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Table 6.2; Case summary for Rayleigh-Taylor instability: set #1

30 X 90
30 X 90
40 X 120
40 X 120

1
1
2
3
4

Co

Grid

1
0
X

M(

2 X 10-4

2 X 10-4
2 X 10-5

Ii2
{N - s/rri^)
1 X 10-4
1 X 10-5
1 X 10-4
1 X 10-5

Ar

Re

0.001
0.001
0.001
0.001

28.3
283
28.3
283

8

Case

Fr We
H-t

0
X

/?
L
H
A
P2
9c
{ k g / m ^ ) { k g / m ^ ) (m) (m) (m/5) ( m / s ^ ) ( N / m ^ )
2
1
0.02 0.06
1
1

were selected as follows: Lr = Z,, % = y/çeL, Pr = pi, and Hr = p,\.
The positions of free surface at the left and right boundaries are plotted versus
nondimensional time in Figs. 6.13 and 6.13. It is seen that the speed of the interface
motion along both boundaries is higher for the high Reynolds number case. This trend
is expected since the larger viscous stresses associated with low Reynolds numbers
would retard the acceleration of the fluid. The discrepancy between the curves for
the two mesh sizes is due to the use of the mesh increment Ay* in defining the initial
velocity perturbation. Notice, however, that the behavior of the corresponding curves
is similar.
The evolution of the free surface and the velocity field for the low and high
Reynolds number cases is illustrated in Figs. 6.15 - 6.18 (results for the 40 X 120
control volume grid are shown). In both cases, the initial perturbation causes the
light fluid to rise along the left boundary, while the heavy fluid sinks along the right
boundary. The displacement of the interface is seen to be nearly symmetric during
the early growth phase of the instability. As the amplitude of the instability increases,
the characteristic mushroom shape emerges in the vicinity of the central vortex. The
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rollup of the interface is much more pronounced for the higher Reynolds number case
due to the smaller influence of viscous effects, which would tend to smooth out sharp
velocity gradients. Eventually, the walls begin to influence the solution during the
latter stages of the transient, especially in the high Reynolds number case. To permit
the interface to develop unimpeded for longer times, a larger computational domain
would be required.
According to linear theory, viscosity has a significant effect on the growth rate
of a single wavelength perturbation. Specifically, it is found that as the perturba
tion wavelength decreases, the growth rate increases without bound in the absence
of viscosity, while the growth rate for the viscous case approaches zero. At large
perturbation wavelengths, however, the predicted growth rates for both the inviscid
and viscous cases approach zero. It follows that a maximum growth rate must exist
for the viscous case at some intermediate perturbation wavelength.
For the specific case of equal kinematic viscosities (i/i = 1/2 = i/), Chandrasekhar
(1961) derived a relation between the linear growth rate and the perturbation wave
length. This variation can be expressed in terms of a nondimensional growth rate
1 .
3 1
n* = n u ï / g i and a modified Reynolds number Rem =
/(/, where n is the
dimensional growth rate (with units of l / s ) and Xp = 2 L is the perturbation wave
length. From this result, Chandrasekhar was able to determine the maximum growth
rate and its corresponding wavelength for a given density ratio, kinematic viscosity,
and gravitational acceleration. Additional details of Chandrasekhar's solution are
provided in Appendix G.
To determine if the present surface capturing method could reproduce the growth
rates predicted by linear analysis, a series of calculations was performed for a density
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Figure 6.13: Time history of the free surface motion along the left boundary
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Figure 6.14: Time history of the free surface motion along the right boundary
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TIME = 0.8

Figure 6.15: Free surface motion for the Rayleigh-Taylor instability : R e = 28.3
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Fig. 6.15: (Continued)
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Figure 6.16: Velocity field for the Rayleigh-Taylor instability : R e = 28.3
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TIME = 4.0

Fig. 6.16: (Continued)
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Figure 6.17: Free surface motion for the Rayleigh-Taylor instability : R e — 283
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Fig. 6.17: (Continued)
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Figure 6.18: Velocity field for the Rayleigh-Taylor instability : R e = 283
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TIME = 4.0

Fig. 6.18: (Continued)
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ratio of two using four values of kinematic viscosity to provide a range of modified
Reynolds numbers. The perturbation amplitude for these calculations was reduced
by an order of magnitude (A = 0.1) to help maintain the linear behavior of the
solution over the duration of the transient.
The growth rate for each case was calculated from the numerical results using a
procedure adapted from the work of Daly (1967). This procedure is based on the fact
that the amplitude of the interface displacement grows exponentially in time such
that, after initial transients have died away, a single positive growth rate emerges.
When this occurs, the natural logarithm of the interface displacement should vary
linearly with time, the slope of this line being the growth rate. This leads to the
following procedure for deriving the growth rate:
1. From a given numerical solution, compute and tabulate the left boundary inter
face position (j/l) and the right boundary interface position {yn) as functions
of time,
2. Plot both ln(|i/i,|) and ln(|j/fi|) versus time and deduce the growth rates ni and
UR from the slopes of the plotted curves. The slopes should be measured at

times following the initial transient.
3. Compute the perturbation growth rate by averaging NI and TIR.
It should be noted that during the linear growth phase, the perturbation grows sym
metrically, and thus ni and ur should be identical. However, since linear conditions
can only be approximated in the numerical simulation, there will be a slight dis
crepancy between the computed growth rates ni and ur, especially at later times.
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Table 6.3: Case summary for Rayleigh-Taylor instability: set #2
L
H
A
gt
Pi
P2
{ k g f m ^ ) ( k g l m ^ ) (m) (m) { m i s ) (m/s2)
2
1
0.02 0.06
0.1
1
Case
1
2
3
4

Grid
30
30
30
30

X
X
X
X

90
90
90
90

^

Fr We

(iV/m^)

1 X 10^

/^2
P-x
{ N — a j m ^ ) { N - s/m^)
8 X 10-4
4 X 10-4
2 X 10-4
1 X 10-4
8 X 10-5
4 X 10-5
2 X 10-5
1 X 10-5

1

oo

Rtm
20
80
200
800

It is therefore appropriate to average the computed growth rates to obtain a single,
representative growth rate for the interface.
The calculations for all four cases were performed on a uniform 30

X

90 control

volume grid. The key parameters are summarized in Table 6.3.
The natural logarithm of the computed interface amplitudes at the left and right
boundaries are plotted as functions of time in Fig. 6.19. Each curve is characterized by
an initial transient followed by a positive exponential growth phase. The slope of lin
ear region of each curve waa obtained by performing a least squares fit on the data in
the linear region. This value was then used to determine the growth rate as described
above. A comparison of the computed growth rates with the growth rate variation
predicted by the linear analysis of Chandrasekhar is given in Fig. 6.20. The numerical
results show good agreement with the theoretical curve, and appear to reproduce the
expected decrease in growth rate at small and large modified Reynolds numbers. The
minor discrepancies exhibited by the numerical results can be attributed to errors as
sociated with computing the growth rate and the slight departure of the numerical
solution from linear behavior.
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Figure 6.19: Evolution of average perturbation amplitude for several modified
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6.4

The Three-dimensional Broken Dam Problem

As a first test case for the three-dimensional surface capturing algorithm, calcula
tions were carried out for a three-dimensional version of the broken dam problem. As
illustrated in Fig. 6.21, the geometry is essentially the same as in the two-dimensional
case, except that the container is now assumed to have a finite width a in the z coor
dinate direction. Due to the symmetry of the flowfield, only half of the channel was
used as the computational domain, with a symmetry plane established at z = 0.5a.
The calculations were made using a uniform grid of 80 x 20 X 10 control volumes
and a length scale of a = 0.05715 m. The initial conditions and reference quantities
for nondimensionalization were identical to those employed in the two-dimensional
case. Other key parameters for the calculation are summarized in Table 6.4.
Plots of the surge front and column height positions at the symmetry plane of
the channel are presented in Figs. 6.22 and 6.23. Also plotted in these figures are
the experimental data of Martin and Moyce (1952) and the corresponding results
for the two-dimensional broken dam problem. From these plots, it can be seen that
there is very little difference between the two and three-dimensional solutions. This
is probably due to the high Reynolds number for this particular case, which reduced
the influence of the side walls on the flowfield at the symmetry plane.
The motion of the free surface within the half channel is depicted in Fig. 6.24.
Here, density contours lines were plotted on each boundary surface to provide an
illustration of the three-dimensional free surface motion. It is seen that the free
surface does not deform appreciably across the channel, and that the shape of the
interface is similar to those shown previously for the two-dimensional case. The
velocity fields at the symmetry plane and at several cross channel stations are shown
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Figure 6.22: Surge front position versus tinne for a = 0.05715 m
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Figure 6.23: Column height versus time for a = 0.05715 m
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Table 6.4: Case summary for the three-dimensional broken dam problem
fi2
9e
{ N — s / m ^ ) { N - s/m^) (m/s^)
1.81 X 10"®
9.81
1—'
X
o
u1

Pi
P2
(kg/m^) {kglm^)
1000
1.21

P
(W/m')
5 X 10^

Fr We
1

00

Case
Grid
At*
Re
80 X 20 X 10 0.002 42792
1
in Figs. 6.25 and 6.26. As in the two-dimensional case, a large vortex is observed in
the vicinity of the density interface. Also, some three-dimensionality of the flow is
observed in the cross channel velocity plots.

6.5

Axisymmetric Spin-up in a Spherical Container

As was mentioned in Chapter 1, the present research was motivated by the par
ticular problem of liquid sloshing within a partially-filled spherical container. It was
important, therefore, to examine the effectiveness of the surface capturing approach
for this class of problems. This section presents some results for an axisymmet
ric spin-up of a spherical container half-filled with glycerine. This problem has an
easily-calculated steady state solution (see Appendix H) with which the calculations
can be compared, and has been used as a validation case in previous studies (Chen,
1990; Kassinos and Prusa, 1990).
The particular problem under consideration is illustrated in Fig. 6.27. An airfilled spherical container of radius R is half-filled with glycerine at standard condi
tions. At time t = O-f, the tank is impulsively spun about its vertical axis at a
constant angular velocity, wo, in the presence of a vertical gravitational field.
In order to simplify the problem specification, the initial conditions for the flow-
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Figure 6.27: Illustration of axisymmetric spin-up problem
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field were prescribed using the "initially capped" model. This model assumes that
the fluid is brought to solid body rotation under a cap which restrains the motion
of the free surface. This cap is then removed at time t = 0+, thereby allowing the
free surface to seek a new equilibrium position consistent with the gravitational and
centripetal accelerations acting on the fluid.
The grid points for this geometry were generated using a bispherical coordinate
system. The coordinate transformation relations for this system are given by (Moon
and Spencer, 1971)

x=

cosh Tf

(6.4)
— COS (

cosh ri — cos Ç

z=

_
cosh TJ — COS Ç

(6.6)

where 0 < ^ < 27r, —oo < rj < oo, and ;r/2 < ( < TT. This coordinate system is
illustrated in Fig. 6.28. It can be seen that the geometry contains metric singularities
at the north and south poles and along the vertical symmetry axis. In addition, the
periodicity of the circumferential coordinate ^ makes surfaces ^ = (rnin and ( = ^max
reentrant boundaries.
Since the cell face areas at the metric singularities are zero, the values of the
solution variables at these boundaries will not affect the flux balance over the adjacent
cells. Therefore, boundary values of density and pressure at the north and south poles
were extrapolated from adjacent interior values, while the velocities were set to zero.
Along the vertical symmetry axis, the u and v components of velocity were set to
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Figure 6.28: The bispherical coordinate system
zero, and the remaining variables obtained from circumferential averages of the values
at adjacent cells.
The specific grid employed in the present calculations consisted of 13 x 32 x 16
control volumes in the

?/, and ( coordinate directions, respectively. This grid is

illustrated in Fig. 6.29. Although this particular problem is symmetric and, thus,
required only a coarse resolution in the circumferential direction, calculations were
made using the full three-dimensional algorithm in order to validate the flow solver
for this geometry. The initial density field was set as shown in Fig.6.27, and the
initial velocities were set to zero (in accordance with solid body rotation relative to
the moving, container-fixed coordinate system). Reference quantities for nondimen-
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Case
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Grid
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1

1^2
Co
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Table 6.5: Case summary for the axisymmetric spin-up problem

1.81 X 10-®

R
(m/s^)
0.5

P
9e
(iV/m^)
1 X 10®
9.81

We
oo

w
Re
Fr
(rpm)
16 0.001
665 0.503
30
16 0.001
1331 1.006
60
Ar

sionalization were selected as follows: Lr = R , Vr = COQR, PR = P i , and HR =
Two sets ôf calculations were made, corresponding to angular velocities of 30 rpm
and 60 rpm. The key parameters associated with these calculations are summarized
in Table 6.5. Due to the computational effort involved, the calculations were only
allowed to proceed until the steady-state free surface shape was approached.
The free surface motion and velocity fields for the 30 rpm case are depicted in
Figs. 6.30 - 6.31. These plots show two constant ^ surfaces oriented 180 degrees apart
in the the x-z plane. The figures show the liquid flowing radially outward due to the
centripetal acceleration arising from the axisymmetric spin. A vortical circulation
pattern is set up in the air in response to the displacement of volume caused by the
liquid motion. The free surface gradually evolves into the characteristic parabolic
shape, while the magnitude of the fluid velocities decreases as the system begins to
approach steady-state.
The computed free surface positions { z / R ) at the sphere wall and centerline
(vertical axis) for the 30 rpm case are plotted as functions of nondimensional time
in Fig. 6.32. Also shown are the corresponding steady-state analytical positions de
termined using the algorithm presented in Appendix H. It is seen that the computed
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Figure 6.29: Cross sectional view of grid used in axisymmetric spin-up calculations
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wall free surface position overshoots the analytical result by about 27% before recov
ering. The centerline position, on the other hand, has not yet leveled off. Clearly,
the calculations would need to be carried out further to determined if the centerline
free surface has indeed reached steady-state. The relatively poor level of agreement
between the computed free surface positions and the analytical solution can proba
bly be traced to the relatively coarse grid used in the calculations and the inevitable
diffusion of the density interface. Some possible remedies for the density interface
diffusion problem will be discussed in Chapter 7.
Results for the 60 rpm case are presented in Figs. 6.33 - 6.35. The nondimensional time required to approach steady state was longer than in the 30 rpm case.
This is consistent with the relation given by Benton and Clark (1974), which asserts
that the nondimensionalized spin-up time is proportional to

The features of

the flowfield are seen to be similar to those for the 30 rpm case.
The computed free surface positions at the sphere wall and centerline for the 60
rpm case are compared with the analytical solution in Fig. 6.32. As in the 30 rpm
case, the computed wall free surface position overshoots the analytical result, this
time by about 12%. The centerline free surface position levels off near the end of
the transient, and shows fair agreement with the analytical result. Again, the errors
in the computed free surface positions are probably due to the coarse grid and the
diffusion of the density interface.

6.6

Computational Effort

To provide the reader with an appreciation for the computational effort required
by the calculations described in the previous sections, a summary of representative
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Table 6.6: Representative CPU times (HP 9000/730) for selected val
idation Ccises
Problem
Broken Dam 2D (80 x 20 grid)
Broken Dam 2D (120 x 30 grid)
Broken Dam 2D (160 x 40 grid)
Rayleigh-Taylor (30 X 90 grid)
Rayleigh-Taylor (40 X 120 grid)
Broken Dam 3D (80 x 20 x 10 grid)
Axisymmetric Spinup (30 rpm - 13 x 32 x 16 grid)
Axisymmetric Spinup (60 rpm - 13 x 32 x 16 grid)

CPU time
( h r : m i n : see)
9:48:15
18:04:01
40:08:59
18:12:23
44:29:06
154:47:43
60:43:32
96:37:37

CPU times for selected cases is presented in Table 6.6. These times, which apply
exclusively to the HP 9000/730 workstation, range from about 9 hr 48 min for the
two-dimensional broken dam problem on the baseline grid to 154 hr 47 min for the
three-dimensional broken dam problem. It should be noted that since the flow solver
must share its processing time with other jobs, the actual (wall) time required to
complete a calculation is invariably longer than the CPU time.
Since no significant effort was made to optimize specific subroutines in the flow
solvers, it is likely that the times recorded in Table 6.6 could be improved upon.
Indeed, as mentioned in Section 6.1, it would be beneficial to modify each program
to permit significant vectorization on supercomputers such as the NASA NAS Crays.
The computational resources provided by supercomputers would allow much more
challenging two and three-dimensional calculations to be carried out.
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Figure 6.30: Free surface motion for the axisymmetric spin-up problem: 30 rpm
case
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Fig. 6.30: (Continued)
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Figure 6.31: Velocity field for the axisymmetric spin-up problem: 30 rpm case
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Figure 6.32: Comparison of computed wall free surface position with the
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Figure 6.33:

Free surface motion for the axisymmetric spin-up problem: 60 rpm
case
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Velocity field for the axisymmetric spin-up problem: 60 rpm case
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steady-state, analytical solution: 60rpm case
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7.

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS

7.1 Summary
The preceding chapters have described the development of a new surface cap
turing method for computing viscous free surface flows in partially-filled containers.
The algorithm employed the artificial compressibility method and a dual time step
ping strategy to develop a conservative, implicit, finite volume formulation of the
equations of motion for a viscous, incompressible, variable density fluid. The use of a
consistent formulation in both the liquid and gas regions permitted the free surface to
be automatically captured as a discontinuity in the density, and thereby eliminated
the need for special free surface tracking procedures.
The capabilities of the surface capturing method were demonstrated by calcu
lating solutions to several challenging two and three-dimensional problems. The first
problem considered was the two-dimensional broken dam problem, using the prop
erties of water for the liquid and air for the gas. An extensive set of calculations
were carried out to examine the effects of grid refinement (in both space and time),
Reynolds number, upwind-biased interpolants, and limiter functions. The computed
solutions were found to be relatively insensitive to grid refinement and Reynolds num
ber. A comparison of computed surge front column height positions as functions of
time showed reasonably good agreement with the experimental data of Martin and
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Moyce (1952). In addition, the free surface profiles (plotted aa density contours about
the mean density value) compared favorably with photographs from the Martin and
Moyce experiments. The choice of interpolant and limiter functions used in the inviscid flux construction was found to have a significant impact on the level of numerical
diffusion at the free surface. Specifically, it was shown that the best solutions (in
terms of computed density profiles) were obtained by using the QUICK interpolant
for all variables, the compressive minmod limiter for the density, the minmod limiter
for pressure, and no limiting on the velocities. This combination of interpolants and
limiters was adopted in all subsequent calculations. Total mass conservation checks
showed less than 0.01% change over the transient, a result which was replicated in
all of calculations performed in this study. Finally, numerical experiments with the
broken dam problem revealed that the pseudo-compressibility parameter jS* must be
made suitably large (generally on the order of 10^ - 10^) in order to suppress the
formation of unphysical oscillations in the density field near the free surface.
A two-dimensional viscous Rayleigh-Taylor instability was examined next. This
problem considered two fluid layers with a density ratio of two and a uniform kine
matic viscosity. The initial condition for the flow was provided by a sinusoidal veloc
ity perturbation at the interface between the two fluids. Solutions computed for two
different Reynolds numbers replicated the characteristic mushroom shape of the in
terface. The higher Reynolds number case exhibited a more complex interface shape
due to the reduced effects of viscosity. A series of calculations were also made to
examine the effect of Reynolds number on the linear (early time) growth rate of the
perturbation. These results were found to be in good agreement with the analytical
results of Chandrasehkar (1961).
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The three-dimensional algorithm was tested first on a three-dimensional version
of the broken dam problem. Due to the symmetry of the geometry, only half of
the channel was employed in the calculation, with a vertical symmetry plane being
established at the center of the channel. The computed surge front and column height
positions at the symmetry plane were found to agree with both the data of Martin
and Moyce (1952) and a previously-computed two-dimensional solution.
The final case that was examined was an axisymmetric spin-up of an air-filled,
spherical container half-filled with glycerine. Two spin-up speeds (30 and 60 rpm)
were considered using the "initially capped" model to prescribe the initial conditions.
The resulting fiowfields were found to be qualitatively correct, showing the gradual
evolution of the free surface towards the characteristic parabolic shape. Overall, the
computed free surface positions on the sphere wall and centerline, showed only fair
agreement with the predicted analytical solutions. The errors were attributed to both
a lack of resolution in the grid employed in the calculations and the diffusion of the
density interface.
7.2

Conclusions

In view of the goals set forth at the beginning of this dissertation, it can be
stated that the present research has successfully demonstrated the viability of the
surface capturing approach in computing complex free surface flows. As compared
the MAC, VOF, and previous surface capturing approaches, the present method
possesses a number of desirable features. First, the formulation is fully coupled,
conservative, implicit, and formally second order accurate in space and time. This
contrasts with the first order (in time), hybrid explicit-implicit schemes employed in
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most MAC and VOF formulations. Second, the consistent formulation of the inviscid
fluxes (using slope-limited, upwind-biased interpolants) permits easy extension of the
method to three-dimensional geometries and avoids the need for ad hoc procedures
to prevent numerical diffusion of the free surface. Third, the method is capable of
computing two fluid flows for a range of density ratios, and, unlike the MAC and
VOF methods, can compute the flowflelds in both fluids simultaneously.
Another noteworthy accomplishment of the present research is the use of the
artificial compressibility method to compute a viscous, incompressible two-fluid flow.
The resulting formulation employs the Jacobian inviscid flux vector (Eq. 4.32) and
its associated eigensystem, the derivation of which is thoroughly documented in the
Appendix. To the author's knowledge, this formulation has not been examined pre
viously (particularly in three dimensions), although it is possible that some similar
work has been done but not extensively reported.
The experience gained from the calculations also revealed several weaknesses
of the current method. The most important of these, in the author's opinion, is
the gradual diffusion of the density interface over time. Given the manner in which
the numerical fluxes are computed (i.e. using one-dimensional upwind formulas),
some numerical diffusion of the density interface was unavoidable. While the use of
compressive, slope-limited, upwind-biased interpolants prevents excessive smearing
in the short run, eventually the growth of the diffusion zone about the interface leads
to numerical difficulties, which, in certain cases, also leads to divergence. Two ways of
combating this problem include incorporating a multidimensional upwinding scheme
into the formulation, and employing solution-adaptive gridding techniques. These
topics will be discussed further in the next section.
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Another issue which needs to addressed concerns the optimal value of the pseudocompressibility parameter, P*. The present research established that a sufficiently
"large" value of

was necessary to prevent unphysical overshoots in the density near

the free surface. However, a value that is too large also leads to slow convergence (or
even divergence) of the pseudo-time marching process. Therefore, some "optimal"
value of /?• must exist, although it is likely that this value is problem dependent.
A better understanding of the role of /3* in the formulation could lead to a more
objective means of prescribing its value.

7.3

Recommendations for Further Research

The present research has shown that a discontinuity capturing approach can
be applied to free surface flows. This idea can clearly be developed further, both
by introducing modifications which correct some of the shortcomings of the present
method, and by extending the methodology to handle other flow regimes. The sub
sections below discuss several topics which could be examined in future research on
surface capturing methods.

7.3.1

Multidimensional upwind schemes

As was mentioned in Chapter 4, the use of one dimensional MUSCL formulas
in a multidimensional scheme is inherently flawed since it assumes that information
travels along waves which propagate in directions normal to the cell faces. This
practice introduces numerical diffusion into the computed solution, which, in the
case of the density field, results in a smearing of the free surface and an attendant
loss of accuracy.
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One way to reduce this problem is to incorporate a multidimensional form of the
MUSCL scheme into the formulation. Multidimensional schemes have received con
siderable attention in recent years, and a lucid discussion of the state of the art can
be found in articles by P.L. Roe (1993) and H. Deconinck (1993). In the present case,
the simplest approach would be to introduce a multidimensional interpolant which
constructs

and

according to the direction of the local velocity vector at a cell

face. While this scheme would lead to a larger computational stencil and, in turn,
a more complicated flux evaluation and linearization, the potential for greatly en
hanced accuracy and robustness (especially for three-dimensional flows) would make
the effort worthwhile.

7.3.2 Solution-adaptive grids
Another method of controlling numerical diffusion at the free surface would
be to employ a solution-adaptive grid. Solution adaptive grids have been used to
resolve shock waves, shear layers, and other discontinuities in compressible flows. For
structured grids such as those employed in the present work, the most natural form
of adaptive gridding would be to use a system of nested grids. The basic algorithm
would involve scanning the numerical solution for high gradient regions, marking cells
whose gradients satisfy some theshold criterion, and finally subdividing the marked
cells. A discussion of some advanced solution adaptation techniques for structured
grids can be found in Evans et al. (1991).
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7.3.3 Surface tension
It was emphasized in Chapter 2 that surface tension can have an important
influence on the fluid motion in many classes of problems. Some examples include
capillary flows, bubble and droplet dynamics, and microgravity flows. It would clearly
be desirable to incorporate some model of surface tension into the present formulation.
One possible approach, which is discussed in both Chapter 2 and Appendix A, is based
on the ideas of Kataoka (1986) and is similar in form to the procedure discussed by
Brackbill, Kothe, and Zemach (1992). It should be noted that this procedure is
uncoupled froin the flowfield solution in that the surface tension force is computed
using the density field at the current pseudo-time level. This force is then fixed
during the flowfield solution step. Since the procedure for computing the surface
tension force is nontrivial, one may wish to employ an even looser coupling by only
computing the surface tension at the beginning of the physical time step.

7.3.4 Turbulence modeling
All of the problems considered in the present work have assumed laminar flow.
While this assumption is valid for sufficiently low Reynolds and relatively simple free
surface motions, it is possible for turbulent conditions to be established at higher
Reynolds numbers and large amplitude free surface motions.
The calculation of turbulence for single phase incompressible flows is still an
active area of research. Needless to say, the application of some form of turbulence
rnodeling to the present two-fluid system would introduce many complications and
uncertainties. Nevertheless, since the present formulation is constructed in a consis
tent way, it should be possible to develop both simple algebraic mixing length models
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and more complicated one or two equation models which are similar to their single
phase counterparts.

7.3.5

Two phase flows

The present surface capturing method can be viewed as a simplified model for
two phase flows wherein both phases are immiscible, incompressible, and isothermal.
While this model may be adequate for many purposes, it would be desirable to
introduce limited compressibility effects into the gas phase. This can be accomplished
by modifying the pseudo-compressibility equation as follows (Hirt and Nichols, 1980):

Here,

is the adiabatic speed of sound for the gas.

Many of the techniques developed in this dissertation could also be applied to a
more general two phase flow model. For example, the local instant two fluid formu
lation of Kataoka (1986) is given by the following system of equations:
• Conservation of Mass

^ {<i>kPk) + V • (pkPkVk = -pkx{Vki - K) • M&iO,

(7.2)

• Conservation of Momentum

—

^ {(kkPkVk^ + V •
=

{j>kVkVk + ïpfc — Tfc)]

<t>kPkBk + {-[pkiVki' {Vki - t^) + p]ï - fk} • fikiOi

(7.3)
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• Conservation of Energy

^ {<i>kpketk) + V • <f>kPkVk I e«jt +
= V • [(^fe

+

+ Tfc • t^)] + <f>kpkBk'

+ <i>kQk

\pkietki{Vki-V - qki-pkiVki-\-'fki'%x ' MtiOi

(7.4)

• Interface Motion

^ + i4-v<^, = o

(7.5)

In the above, fc = 1,2 denotes the individual phases (liquid and gas) of the two
phase flowfield, and 4>k is a characteristic function which is one in phase k and zero
elsewhere. Since only one phase can occupy a point in space at a given point in time,
it follows that

(7.6)
Thus, the interface motion can be deduced from a single equation of the form given
by Eq. (7.5). The entire system consists now of eleven partial differential equations
for the unknowns <f>ki pki Vk, and Ctk. Additional relations (e.g. an equation of state)
are required to obtain closure.
Given the wide range of flow regimes which are possible, Eqs. (7.2) - (7.6) are
rarely solved in the form presented above. Instead, practical models are developed
by applying various temporal and spatial averaging techniques to the equations, and
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supplying appropriate empiricisms to account for subscale interfacial phenomena. A
detailed discussion of the two-fluid model can be found in Ishii (1975).
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APPENDIX A.

SOME NOTES ON SURFACE TENSION

This appendix provides some additional details on the approximation of the sur
face tension force as discussed in Chapter 2. The ideas presented below draw primarily
upon the works of Kataoka (1986) and Brackbill, Kothe, and Zemach (1992).
To begin, consider a continuous function f { x , y , z, t ) where / > 0 in the liquid,
/ < 0 in the gas, and / = 0 at the free surface. Based on this definition, one can
introduce a characteristic function

for each fluid as follows:

^i{x,y,z,t) = H{f)

y,z,t) = l - H{f)

(A.l)

(A.2)

where H { f ) is the unit step function

f

O /<0

(A.3)

1 / > 0

The characteristic function is also known as the local void fraction, as it takes on
a value of one if the fluid occupies a given point in space and zero otherwise. It
follows, then, that the fluid density field can be written in terms of the characteristic
functions as
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P = pïh + P2<l>2

It was shown in Chapter 2 that the local surface tension force

(A.4)
y, z, t) could

be expressed as

y, z, t) = 2aKÛai

(A.5)

where a,- is the local interfacial area concentration

ai{x,y,z,t)=\Vf\

A{f)

(A.6)

In the above, A(/) is the Dirac delta function, a is the surface tension coefficient,
K is the surface curvature, and /) is a unit vector on the free surface pointing in the
direction of fluid 2, as shown in Fig. 2.2. Using the relation

^ [HU)] = M f )

(A.7)

it can be shown that the local interfacial area concentration is related to the charac
teristic functions by

V<^i = —Uiù

(A.8)

V<^2 = 0-%^

(A.9)

Here, the gradient operator indicates differentiation in the sense of a distribution
since the characteristic function is discontinuous. By the definition of density given
by Eq. (A.4), it can be easily shown that
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V/) = {pi - /32)Wl

(A.IO)

Therefore,

(A.ll)
Pi — P2

Introducing this relation into the surface tension force yields

(A.12)
It is interesting to note that that this formulation of the surface tension force is quite
similar to that developed by by Brackbill, Kothe, and Zemach (1992).
A finite volume discretization of the surface tension force can be developed in
a straightforward way. For example, considering a finite control volume ft, the inte
grated surface tension force can be approximated by

(A.13)
where K and Vp are suitable volume averages. Several methods for computing « and
V/9 are described by Brackbill, Kothe, and Zemach (1992).
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APPENDIX B.

INVISCID FLUX JACOBIANS

Two Dimensional Form
The solution vector U and the inviscid flux vector F; = F,- • 5 for the two
dimensional two-fluid equations are given by

P

U=

pu

(B.l)

pv
P
PQ

F.=

pqu + /3PSx

(B.2)

pqv 4- pPSy
Î
where

q = V ' S = uSx + vSy

(B.3)

S = Sxî + Syj

(B.4)

The inviscid Jacobian matrix [A,] = dFi/dU is given by
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0

[A.-]

5^

- q u q + uSx
—qv

vSx

i'y

0

uSy

pSx

q + vSy ^Sy

&

_£
P

(B.5)

P

0

Three Dimensional Form

The solution vector U and the inviscid flux vector F,' = F,- • 5 for the three
dimensional two-fluid equations are given by

P

pu
U=

pv

(B.6)

pw
p

pq
pqu -I- ^PSx
F,=

pqv 4- ^PSy

(B.7)

pqw + I^PSz

?
where

q = V - S = uSx -f- vSy 4- wSz

(B.8)

/
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(B.9)

S==SJ + Syj + Szk
The inviscid Jacobian matrix [A,] = dFi/dV is given by

0

s.

—qu q + uSx

[A.] =

Sy

Sz

uSy

uSz

—qv

vSx

q + vSy

vSz

-qw

wSx

WSy

q + wSz

-1

&

&

p

p

P

§JL
p

0

(B.IO)

0
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APPENDIX C.

EIGENSYSTEM OF THE INVISCID FLUX
JACOBIANS

The eigensystem associated with the inviscid flux Jacobians is developed in this
appendix. As in Appendix A, the two and three dimensional forms are treated
separately.
The m eigenvalues of the inviscid flux Jacobian matrix [A,] (m = 4 for 2D,
m = 5 for 3D) are derived from the determinant

[A.] - A, [I] = 0

(C.l)

where A/ denotes the Z"' eigenvalue. The m right eigenvectors are then obtained by
solving the following system for each eigenvalue;

([A,]-A,[I])V, = 0
where V/ is the

(C.2)

right eigenvector of [A,]. The matrix whose columns are the right

eigenvectors taken in order is denoted [T,] and its inverse [T,]~^ Since [A,] has real
eigenvalues and a linearly indépendant set of right eigenvectors (to be defined below),
then the following similarity relation holds:

[A.] = [T,][A][T,]-'

(C.3)
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Here, [A] is the diagonal eigenvalue matrix

[A] = rfzasf(Ai,A2,...,Am)

(C.4)

Two Dimensional Form
For the two dimensional inviscid flux Jacobian presented in Appendix A, the
eigenvalues are

\i = X2 = q

(C.5)

1
-^3,4 = ;^ (9 ± c)

(C.6)

2

where

c=

+4^'(^ + g;)

P

(C.r)

(C.8)

and § = Sxi + Syj is either 5^ or S''.
The dependence of the right eigenvectors on the geometry produces minor dif
ferences in the elements of [T] and [T]~^ for each coordinate direction. Accordingly,
the specific forms of these matrices for the

and

cell faces are presented below.

For convenience, the following notation is used:

s=

(C.9)
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Also note that the metric derivatives required in these matrices {dxjd(, dxldrj, etc.)
are approximated using finite differences.
• Cell face S^:

10

lTfl =

A3

A4

u dxfdri u\3 + ^'Sx uXi + fi'Sx

(C.IO)

V dy/di] vXs + /3'Sy UA4 + ^'Sy
0

[Tf]-' =

0

—\<^Ip

—A3//)

l + gW^'

-qSJ^'S'

-qSyl/3'S'

-p

{uSy-vS,)/S^

-Sy/S^

5^/52

0

X3Syll3'S^c

pjc

-qXzjfi'S'^c
qX^lfi'S'^c
where S , q, A 3 ,

A4,

(C.ll)

-X^S.I^'S^ -X^Syll^'S^c - p / c

and c are evaluated using S^.

• Cell face S^:

10

[T?]

A3

A4

u dxjdi uAs + ^'Sx UX4 + ^'Sx
V dyldi vXs + /3'Sy VX4

0

0

— A 4 //9

+ ^'Sy

—X^fp

(C.12)
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[T?]-i =

1+^2/^/52

-qS,ll3'S'

-qSyf^'S'

-P

-{uSy - vS^)/S^

-Sy/S^

SJS^

0

-gA3/)9'6''c

A3^.//)'S"c

A3g«/,9'5"c

f/c

qX4ll3'S^c
where 5, 9, A 3 ,

A4,

(C.13)

-\4SJI3'S^c -X^Syl^'S'^c - p / c

and c are evaluated using 5".
Three Dimensional Form

For the three dimensional inviscid flux Jacobian presented in Appendix A, the
eigenvalues are

Ai = A2 = As = 7

(C.14)

^4,5 = 2 (9 ± c)

(C.15)

where

c = ^q' + msi + si + si)

/3' = ^
P
and S = Sxi + Sy] + Sgk is either S^, •S'', or S^.

(C.16)

(C.17)

The dependence of the right eigenvectors on the geometry produces minor dif
ferences in the elements of [T] and [T]~^ for each coordinate direction. Accordingly,
the specific forms of these matrices for the 5"^,
For convenience, the following notation is used:

cell faces are presented below.
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(C.18)

s=./sfrsfrsi

dr

(C.19)

(C.20)

?< =

X^

(C.21)

Also note that the metric derivatives required in these matrices {dxjd^, dxjdrf, etc.)
are approximated using finite differences.
• Cell face S^\

10

0

A4

As

uX4 + /3'S X

uX S + ^'S X

u dy/dr] dy/dC vX^ + lS'Sy

v\^ + l3'Sy

u dx/dt] dx/d(
[Tf]=

(C.22)

w dzldi) dzldC WX4 + /3'Sz wXs +
0

0

0

—X^/p

—X4IP

l + g3/^,ga

iTfr' =

g^'-VlS^
-qX^I^'S^c
qXsfl3'S^c

X^SxII^'S^c

X^Syl^'S^'c

-g" - t/g=

0

X^S.I^'S'^c

pjc

-XsSxl/3'S^c -XsSyll3'S^c -XsSj^'S^c - p / c
(C.23)
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where S , q, A4,

As,

and c are evaluated using S^.

• Cell face 5'':

10

0

A4

As

u dxjdC, dxjdi
[T?] =

V

dy/dC dy/d(

uAs +
uA4-f/3'5'y

uAs + z^'^y

(CM)

w dz/dC dz/d( wXi + ^'Sz wAs +13'S^
0

0

1 + qyi3'S^

0

-qSJ^'S'

—X ^I P

—As//O

-qSyl/3'S'

-qSJ^'S^

-p
G

[T7]-I =
-qX^I^'S'^c
qXsllS'S^c

-9<-î/S'

-f-3/S^

-9^-klS'

0

X,Sxll3'S^c

X^Syll3'S^c

X^S,l^'S''c

pjc

-As&/,8'5"c -X^Syt^'S^c -XsSJ^'S^'c - p j c
(C.25)

where 5 ,

g,

A4,

As,

and c are evaluated using

5''.

Cell face §^\

10

ITÎ1 =

0

A4

As

u dxjdi dx/dr] uX4 + ^'Sx

uX^ + ^'Sx

V

vXs + l3'Sy

dy/d^ dy/dr} vX^ + ^'Sy

w dzjdi dzjdr] WA4 40

0

0

—XsIp

wX$ + ^'Sg
—X4/P

(C.26)
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l+qVl3'S'

-P

- r VIS^

0

•

- Â/6:'

-g^ i/S"^
•

-qX^IP'S'^c

A4g,/,8'5:'c

X,Syll3'S^c

A4g,/j8%

0
PIC

-XsS.I^'S'c -A5S,//3'g"c -A55r,/)8'g'c -pIC

(C.27)
where S , q, A4,

A5,

and c are evaluated using S^.
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APPENDIX D.

APPROXIMATE LINEARIZATION OF THE
VISCOUS FLUX

As described in Section 4.5, the viscous flux is linearized as

pm+i^F;r+^F,

(D.l)

F„=F„.S«^i

(D.2)

where

m
«F. =

AT

(D.3)

Assuming that F^ is a function of U and the Cartesian derivatives of U, then
,

Eq. (D.3) can be expanded as

6F,

[ / a F , r a u ( d F ^ y d u . ( d F ^ y a V y ( Ô F A""dV
A a u ) d r ' ^ [ d v j dr ^ l ^ a u j dr ^ \ d u j dr

AT

(D.4)
, where the subscripts x, y, and z denote differentiation with respect to the given
Cartesian coordinate. Note that the derivatives of F„ represent 4x4 matrices in the
two-dimensional case and 5x5 matrices in the three dimensional case.
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A simplification is now introduced wherein ôFu/9U is assumed to have a smaller
influence on

than the other Jacobians, and hence can be neglected. In the

remaining terms, the order of time and spatial differentiation can be interchanged to
give

R / a F ,R AUT
.^V9uJ
where

/aF .RAU, /aF„\
dx ' ^ [ d V y ) dy ' ^ \ d v j

dz

AT

(D.5)

= d\51dr. Noting that

6V « U^At

(D.6)

then Eq. (D.5) becomes

dUxJ

dx

\dlJuJ

dy

The above can be rewritten in a more compact form as follows:

^F„ W[A„]-V(^U)

(D.8)

[A„] = [AVIJÎ + [AUY]I + [AV^]Â:

(D.9)

where

[Aur] =

(At-J =

ÔF„
au.

(D.IO)

5F„

(D.LL)
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fIA„^J
A 1=
_

(D.12)

For a given cell face, the Jacobians [Aur], [A^y], and [A^z] can be computed
using interpolated data, and the gradient term can be approximated according to
the approach described in Section 3.4.6. Unfortunately, the discretized form of the
gradient leads to a dependency of the unknowns at a given interior grid point on 8
neighbor points in two dimensions and 18 neighbor points in three dimensions. It is
therefore common to discard non-orthogonal terms in the gradient operator (Rogers
et al., 1989). Such an approximation will be derived for the i +\ cell face below.
Using the non-conservative form of the gradient operator at the i + ^ face and
discarding the T) and ( derivative terms gives

8F. « [A„] •

(D.13)

(6U)

To simplify the numerical calculations, the metric term

is approximated as

(D.14)
Employing a second order finite difference approximation for the ^ derivative

(D.15)
and defining

(D.16)
Eq. (D.13) can be written
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« [D„]..+i (5U.+1 - ^U)

(D.17)

Similar approximate linearizations can be derived for cell faces j-f|and k+^, namely

6F, « [D,]j+i (6U,+i - 6U)

(D.18)

6F,^[D,]k^i6Uk+i-6U)

(D.19)

where

[DJy+i s ([A.). V,)

(D.20)

ID.I.+1 = ([A„l •

(D.21)

The matrix [Du],.j.i can be easily derived from the definition of the viscous flux
vector and the approximations given above. The resulting two and three dimensional
forms are given below.
• Two-Dimensional Form

0

0

0 (5|)2 + |5«p
[D„],i +i

—

0

0

ggg;

0
(D.22)

)

0

SiSl

0

0

{Sl)' + \S^' 0
0

0
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• Three-Dimensional Form

0

0

0

+

0

0

0

0

0

0
0

0

0

0

+

0

0

0

(D.23;
The matrices [Dt,]y+i, and
appropriate geometric terms.

are constructed in an analogous fashion using the
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APPENDIX E.

BODY FORCE LINEARIZATION

If surface tension forces are neglected, the source term for the momentum equa
tion can be written in column vector form as

0

B=

B,

(13.1)

By

where

Bx = P -Qex + Rx + 2{ujyW - LJ^v) + tljyZ - Ù^y + COyiuJxV - UyX) -

- WrZ)]

(E.2)

By = p -9ey + Ry + 2{u^U - iOxW) + (l>gX -

- U^xi^^xP " WyZ)j

(13.3)

Bz = P -gez + Rz + 2{u )xV - UyU) + CJ X V - C j y X + (jOx{tJJzX - IjJxZ) " Wy(Wy2 — W^î/)]

(E.4)
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9e — 9ex^ "f" 9eyJ "t" 9ezf^

(E.5)

w = Uxi + uoyj + ijJ^k

(E.6)

dCj
— — Uxl + UJyJ + Wj K

(13.7)

dFR
dt"^
Noting that

(E.8)

Rxi 4" Ryj + Rzk

w, dufdt^ and d^ûj/dt^ are known functions for time, the Jacobian

matrix of B can be easily determined. The result is

dB
dV

= [G] =

0

0

0

0

0

Bxjp

0

—2u>x

2wy

0

Sy/p

2wj

0

Bzj p — 2wy
0

0

—1u)x 0

2wa;

0

0

0

0

0

(E.9)
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APPENDIX F.

BLOCK COEFFICIENTS AND RIGHT HAND SIDE
VECTOR

The discrete, linearized system of equations was presented in Chapter 5 as

n_
AT

([I] + [H]) m + [Cp]6U + [Cg]6U,+i + [CW ] S U i - i + [ C N ] 6 V j + r

+[Cs]6Uj_i + [Cf]6Ut+i + [Cfl]6Ufc_i = -ArR'
(F.l)
The block coefficients and right hand side vector for Eq. (F.l) are defined below:

[Cp] = [Cpe] 4- [Cpu,] + [Cpn] + [Cpa] + [Cp/] + [Cpfc]

[Cpe] =

[Iô][Aj]e[C^i]

i = imax - 1

(F.2)

(F.3)

[Iff] ([A/"] + [Dt,]) 1 2 < i < i m a x - 2

[Cpu,] =

-N[A..].[Cti]

i=2

(F.4)

-[Ifl] ([Af] - [Dv])._i 3 < e < imax - 1

[Cp„] =

[I<,][A&[Cti]

j = jmax — 1

M ([Af] +

2 < j < jmax-2

(F,5)
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[Cps] =

-[I,][A.i[CSi]

j=2

~[le] ([A,-] - [D„])

3 < ; < jmax - 1

(F.6)

k = kmax — 1
(F.7)

2 < k < kmax -2

[ [Ig] ([A+] +

[Cpi] =

-[Ig][A,]6[CU fc

=2
(F.8)

-[Ig] ([Afl -

3 < k < kmax-1

M (lArl - [D.]),^J - |Ai|.[CL| i = 2

[C

B] =

0

i = imax — 1

[Iff] ([A,~] - [D„])

3 < 2 < imax - 2

i=2

0

[CM'] =

-M ([Af] +

+ [A,-]e[C^2] * = irnax - 1

-[Ifl] ([A/"] + [Du]),_^

' [h] ([Ar] - [D„])
[Civ] =

[Cs] =

- [A,].[Cg,] j = 2

j = jmax — 1

m ([A,-] - iD.i)j+.

3 < i < jmax — 2

(F.ll)

j =2

-[lô] ([At] + [Dv])^._^ + [A,-]„[C5;2] j = jmax - 1
-[Ifl] ([A+] + [Dv])^._i

(F.IO)

3<i<imax-2

0

0

(F.9)

3 < j < jmax - 2

(F.12)
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' M ([A,-] - (D.L)^^J - (A,1,(C{,] K = 2
[CF] =

k = kmax — 1

0

(F 13)

3 < FC < kmax — 2

, [1.1 ([AD - [D.])

k =2

0

[CB] = ' -[IFL] ([A/"] +

+ [A,]/[CJ2] ^ = kmax - 1

-[IFL] ([A/"] + [DV])^_^

(F.14)

3 < A < kmax - 2

and the residual is redefined as

R' = R + CBJS 4" CBM^ 4" CB/V + CBG + CBF + CB#
0

CBG =

2 < i < imax — 2

(F.15)

(F.16)

[Ig][A,]eCg3 i = imax — 1
0

3 < i < imax — 1

CBw

(F.17)

-[l0][Ai]wC^3 i = 2
CB^ =

0

2 < j < jmax — 2

(F.18)

[Ie][A<]„C|;3 j = jmax - 1
CBs =

0

3 < j < jmax — 1

(F.19)

""[Ifl][A,']jC^3 j = 2

CBF =

0

2 < k < kmax — 2

[Iô][A,-]/C^3 k = kmax — 2

(F.20)
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0

3 < fc < kmax - 1

-[I,][A.-]6C^3 6 = 2
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APPENDIX G.

CHANDRASEHKAR'S ANALYSIS OF THE

VISCOUS RAYLEIGH-TAYLOR INSTABILITY

In his linear perturbation analysis of the viscous Rayleigh-Taylor problem, Chandrasehkar (1961) established the following perturbation growth rate relation for the
case of uniform kinematic viscosity:

Q = — —— \Y^ + (1 + 4aia2)î/^ + (3 + SAIA2)Y - (1 - 4aia2)]
Q!l — «2

(G.l)

In the above,

k= ~
Ap

(G.3)

Oil — Pi / {pi + Pi)

(G.4)

«2 = p2/{p\ + pi)

(G.5)

(G.6)
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ajid the subscripts 1 and 2 denote the heavy and light fluids, respectively.
For the density ratio considered in Chapter 7, Eq. ((3.1) becomes

Q = 1 ( V - 1 ) ( V + 1 V + Si, - 1)

(G.7)

This equation can be used to establish the relationship between the perturbation
wavelength and the growth rate using the following procedure (j/ is assumed to be
known):
1. Specify a value for the perturbation wavelngth, Ap.
2. Calculate Q from Eqs. (G.2) and (G.3).
3. Solve Eq. (G.7) for y.
4. Derive the growth rate from Eq. (G.6).
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APPENDIX H.

STEADY STATE FREE SURFACE SHAPES FOR
SPHERICAL CONTAINERS

This appendix describes a general method for computing steady state free surface
shapes for partially-filled spherical containers undergoing a simple orbital motion.
This method is applicable to the axisymmetric case by setting the orbital radius h
to zero.

Derivation of the fVee Surface Equation
Consider a partially-filled spherical container of radius

which rotates at a

constant angular velocity w, about the Z axis of an inertia! frame {X,Y,Z), as
shown in Fig. H.l. A noninertial frame {x,y,z) is fixed to the sphere with its origin
at the center of the sphere. The path of the center of the sphere is constrained to a
circle of radius h in the X — Y plane, with the vertical axis z parallel to the axis of
rotation.
At steady state, the vector momentum equation for an incompressible fluid re
ferred to the noninertial frame reduces to

ivp = ^ + i!x(c3xr)-a,
The vectors quantities

(H.l)

w, and Çe can be written in terms of unit vectors î,
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he

C:)«:

X

h
Figure H.l: Illustration of rotating spherical tank

j, k associated with the noninertial frame as follows:

(H.2)

w = u,k

(H.3)

g, = g,~k

(H.4)

Introducing these expressions into Eq. (H.l) and expanding into vector components
gives

(H.5)
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It is assumed that the pressure field can be expressed as the sum of three func
tions

p{x,y,z) = pi{x)-\-p2{y)+Pz{z)

(H.6)

Substituting this form into Eq. (H.5) and considering each component in turn leads
to the following differential equations:

i | = . > ( A + x)

I

(H.7)

("•')

1 dp
pdz
Solving Eqs. (H.7) - (H.9) for functions pi, p2, and pa gives

pi(a;) =

+1)^ + C7i

KW = JCU'V + C2

Pz{ z )

where Ci, Q, and

C3

=

-P9eZ + C 3

(H.IO)

(H.ll)

(H.12)

are constants. Adding these solutions and combining the

constants yields

p{x, y, z) = ^pu)] [(A + x f + 3/^1 - pQeZ + C

(H.13)
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If the pressure at the free surface is assumed to be uniform, and the intersection
of the free surface with the z axis is defined as ZQ, the equation for the free surface
can be derived from Eq. (H.13) as

z = zo + a{2hx +

+ y^)

(H.14)

where a = u}l/2ge' To simplify the solution procedure described below, this equation
is transformed to cylindrical coordinates {r,9,z), yielding

z{r, 9) = zo +a{r'^+ 2hr cos 6)

(H.15)

For a given fill ratio, a unique value of the constant ZQ can be determined numerically.
This is the subject of the next section.

Numerical Solution Procedure
Consider the intersection of free surface equation, z(r,0), with the walls of the
spherical container. It can be seen that, in general, the intersection point (r^,, Zw) is
a function of 0. Furthermore, depending on the fill ratio, Zw(0) will satisfy one of the
following conditions:
• ^w(9) > 0 for all Û
• ^w(9) > 0 for 0 < ^ < 0c and Zu;(0) < 0 for 0c < ^ < tt.
• ^ui(9) < 0 for all 6
For the second case, it follows that
leads to the following relation:

= 0 and r^, = R ai 6c, which, from Eq. (H.15),
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9c — COS"*

—{F^ + zo/a)
2hR

(H.16)

Now, let Va denote the volume of the sphere, and Vf the volume of the fluid. By
symmetry, half the difference in these volumes can be computed by integration as
follows:

l{ V s - V f )

=

Be Tw
j j [VR^ -r^-z{r,9)] rdrdO
0 0

It ( R
ru,
+ / < / 2\/— r^rdr - J [z(r, 9) +
e. lo

l\h

—

rrfr| d9
(H.17)

Since

= rw{9), the integration in 9 must be computed numerically. The integration

in r, however, can be carried out analytically as follows:

Il — J ^VR^

—

— z{r, 0)] rdr

0

=

Y
j

— zq — air^ + 2hr cos ^)j dr

0

=

~5

~

- I"'' cos Orl -

«
2
h = J 2N/J?2 _ r^rdr =

y
Is = J [z(r, 9) + y/R^ — r^] rdr
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= J [ r \ / + z o 4 - oi{r^ + 2hr cos 0)] dr
0

=

' + ^^or2, + '^ah cos Orl + ^arl

Introducing these integrals into Eq. (H.17) and rearranging gives
1

f

7

i( % - V f ) - J h d o - J i h - h ) d o = .F(r^, Z o ) = 0

(H.18)

0
Be
A numerical procedure can now be defined for computing ZQ for a given values of Vf,
R, and hi

1. Guess ZQ.
2. Based on the guessed zq, determine 0c as follows:
• If Zyj(0) > 0 for all 0, then set Oc =

TT.

• If Zw{0) < 0 for all 9, then set 6c = 0.
• Otherwise, compute 6c using Eq. (H.16).
3. Compute the 6 integrals in Eq. (H.17) using numerical quadrature (e.g. the
trapezoidal rule). For a given 6, the value of r* is determined numerically from
y / R ^ - r l = Zo + a ( r ^ + 2/ir^ cos 6)
iî6 < 6c, or
-y/lP -rl = 00 + a
i { 6 > 6c.

+ 2/ir,„ cos O)
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4. If ^ ^ 0 then guess a new value of ZQ and repeat steps 2 and 3 until T is
sufficiently small. This process can be automated by using the secant method
to solve .F(zo) = 0 for ZQ.

